Tradition of London Ltd

Traditional style soldiers for Collectors

New Seven Year War British Cavalry & French Artillery

Available soon:
Virginia Regiment, American Generals of the AWI,
British Napoleonic Hussars

New Seven Year War British Cavalry & French Artillery

The Inniskilling Dragoons
(Officer & two Troopers)

French Field Artillery,
Seven Year War
(Officer, Sergeant & four Gunners)

Tradition Toy Soldiers are available in North America from the following dealers:

Bryerton's Military Miniatures
251 S. Racine Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60608
Phone: (312) 243-2000

Dutkins' Collectables
309 West Route 70
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08002
Phone: (856) 428-9559

Hobby Bunker, Inc.
31 Exchange Street
Malden, MA 02148
Phone: (781) 321-8855
Fax: (781) 321-8866

Military Miniatures
Mid Creek Road, PO Box 8
Wake, Virginia 23176
Phone: (540) 776-8299

TNC Enterprises
Houckers Elizabethtown Plaza
105 Southaven Street
Elizabethtown, Kentucky 42701
Phone: (270) 767-2000

Julius Vesz
100 Front Street West
Toronto, M8 0 J8, Canada
Phone: (416) 362-0581

Available soon:
More Crimean War sets
More French Cavalry of the Napoleonic period

Special Limited Edition
of only 75 sets

Voltigeur Company
1st Swiss Regiment
C.1812

(Right) Set no. 700SE2
An Officer, a Cornet and six Privates

Hobby Bunker
33 Exchange Street
Malden, MA 02148
Fax: 1-781-321-8866

New Additions
Julius Vesz
100 Front Street West
Toronto, M8 0 J8, Canada
Phone: (416) 362-0581

Military Miniatures
Mid Creek Road, PO Box 8
Wake, Virginia 23176
Phone: (540) 776-8299

TNC Enterprises
Houckers Elizabethtown Plaza
105 Southaven Street
Elizabethtown, Kentucky 42701
Phone: (270) 767-2000

Julius Vesz
100 Front Street West
Toronto, M8 0 J8, Canada
Phone: (416) 362-0581

Available soon:
More Crimean War sets
More French Cavalry of the Napoleonic period
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An Old
Toy Soldier's
Soldiers

Time was a toy soldier knew what it meant to be a toy soldier. All spit and polish, bright shiny uniform, lean and rugged, big pink cheeks, manual-of-arms, upright and proper even in the din of battle. Most new toy soldiers - a sorry lot. No group discipline, dull and wrinkled uniforms - refugees from some old diorama. And fat. Half seem to be dying. Can't speak English - Russian or Chinese more 'n likely.

Right. Well our troops still pass muster. Our men know how to march together and how to fight together and look smart doing it. Our men want to be thrown onto the battlefield and properly pummled like the toys they are - not given some shelf job commanded by a namby-pamby "connoisseur". Our men can take it and still shine. Our men know what it means to be a real toy soldier.

The Toy Soldiers of Wm. Hocker, Proprietor

http://wmhocker.com
Virginia’s Largest Military Base is in Williamsburg.

See the world’s greatest armies standing side-by-side in our incredible collection of military miniatures, featuring W. Britain, King & Country, Frontline Figures, East of India, Wm Hocker, and others, including old toy soldiers. And check out all our unusual toys. With shops in Williamsburg and online, it’s easy to deploy these troops to your home.

Exceptional Toys and Collectibles for All Ages

415 W. Duke of Gloucester Street, Merchants Square, Williamsburg, VA 23185
757-229-5560  Toll Free 800-343-8697

www.toymakerofwilliamsburg.com
Obituary  Marv Breitlow

The toy soldier hobby has lost another friend with the passing of Marv Breitlow on February 15, 2011. Marv, who lived in Elgin, Illinois with his wife, Charlene who attended OTS Show with him, was 73 and collected toy soldiers for more than 50 years. Locally he was known as “Marv the Plumber” and was a frequent visitor to all the local toy and toy soldier shows in the area. His collection ranged from Dimestores to Mignot to Britains and literally everything in-between, except plastic. He accepted plastic in the toy cars he collected but never in his soldier collection. A kind soul and generous individual, Marv made it a habit to give a toy soldier to every youngster who ever visited his house. Anyone who has been at the Chicago Toy Soldier show would recognize Marv as the old guy who checked dealer badges at the entrance to the main hall. He always volunteered for that job on Sunday because, as he put it “I have already spent every cent I had on toy soldiers this week, no sense in going into the show and just drool.” We in the Chicago area will miss him immensely and I personally have lost one of my best friends and a great collecting buddy. ~ Don Pielin

Obituary  Warren Mitchell

MITCHELL K. Warren Mitchell, 73, passed away at his residence on Wednesday, April 20, 2011. A Memorial Service will be held on Saturday, April 23, 2011 at 11 a.m. at KAUBER-SAMMONS FUNERAL HOME, 289 S. Main Street, Pataskala, OH 43062, with Pastor Calvin Alexander officiating. Mr. Mitchell was born October 8, 1937 in Detroit, MI to the late Bernie and Irene (Anderson) Mitchell. Up until his passing he was a highly respected appraiser and dealer of collectable toy soldiers and was a member of the US Air Force. He was an avid collie lover, rescuing many, leaving behind his beloved Leslie. He is survived by his son, Kasey Alen Mitchell of Powell; daughter, Kelly Ann (William) Macko of N. Royalton; brother, Brian (Ellen) Mitchell of Seattle, WA; five grandchildren, Kyle Mitchell McDougal, Kourtney McDougal, Zachary McDougal, Alexander Macko, and William Richard Hunter Macko, Ill; two nieces, Erin and Bridget Mitchell. Preceded in death by a brother Donald Mitchell. The family will receive friends from 10-11 a.m. on Saturday, April 23, 2011 at the funeral home. Memorial contributions can be made in memory of Warren to the Almost Home Dog Rescue of Ohio at www.almosthomeohio.org. An online memorial will be located at www.kaubersammons.com

Footnote: Tributes to K. Warren Mitchell will be published in OTS August 2011 issue.

Young Toy Soldier Collector

Zachary Solonika

Old Toy Soldier Magazine’s latest and youngest subscriber, 8 year old Zach is an avid Redcoats collector and is also a member of The William Britains Collectors Club. His enthusiasm for the hobby of collecting toy soldiers is hardly surprising, Zach being the grandson of Sue and Norman Joplin.

If any subscribers have a budding young toy soldier collector in their family, please submit some brief text and a picture and the editor will be pleased to print it in a future OTS Hobby News.
On February 11, 2011, America lost an unsung hero and the toy soldier collector community lost a friend. Steve White was known to most of us as a fellow toy soldier collector, but only a few of us knew that he was a Special Agent with the Drug Enforcement Administration. Steve finally retired from that life and was able to spend more time with his wife Viola and spend time pursuing his passion of toy soldier collecting, repairing and painting.

After a hard day’s work chasing drug dealers, Steve would come home to release his mind and step into another world where toy soldiers were waiting. He would lose himself in the repair and repainting of damaged figures. Steve loved Britains, and his collection contained numerous examples that spanned the years from the late 1800s to the modern day. Over the years, he mastered the art of the Britains style of painting and was able to capture the details in his figures some have said were “even better than the originals”. Steve did not confine himself to any one toy soldier maker. Even though most of his figures were Britains, he had numerous examples of other English makers such as Johillco, Crescent, Timpo and Cherilea to name a few, plus American Dimestore soldier makers to include a large number made by Jones of Chicago.

Steve once told me that it was important to him to make the soldiers he had look good as new. Many times, that involved repainting and restoring figures, including rare ones. He had his collection displayed in numerous display cases throughout his house. While looking through Steve’s collection, it was apparent that restored figures took their place on the shelves alongside the original factory painted figures, and sometimes, it was very hard to tell them apart. Steve collected civilian figures as well as military, and had many shelves displaying farm, circus and zoo activities. He had display cases of Dimestore figures and wall hanging cases of rare and unusual assorted figures. Steve had several large closets of boxes full of items in need of restoration. His workshop was located in a room dedicated to his hobby and included many display cases of figures and book cases of reference materials. This room had two tall shelving units with shelves three inches apart that contained hundreds of figures in various stages of repair. Steve’s repair desk was in the center surrounded by hundreds of small paint bottles, brushes, and soldier parts. His well-used soldering iron was strategically located on this desk.

Over the last five years, Steve’s health limited his travels to the toy soldier shows. Steve will be remembered by many as one in the crowd of people digging through the boxes of damaged figures in Warren Mitchell’s room at the Chicago OTSN show. Just like most of us, he walked the halls and aisles of the OTSN show looking for a treasure. Steve is a treasure we will all miss.

**NEW YORK LANDMARK TO CLOSE DOORS**

Burlington Antique toys, a fixture on Madison Avenue in New York for over 3 decades will close on April 30, 2011.

It has been a great experience for owner Steve Balkin, but the time to move on has come. Much has changed in the 43 years since he began cataloging the sales at Sotheby’s, Phillips, Christie’s, Doyle’s and other auction houses. He fondly remembers working under Peter Blum at the Original “Soldier Shop” when it opened in the 1960’s.

Steve will be leaving the shop, but not the hobby, friends and collectors may contact him at:

P.O.Box 472
Wassaic, N.Y. 12592
Or at 1-845-373-7851
RODNEY’S DIMESTORE GALLERY

• OVER 3100 ACTIVE LISTINGS FOR SALE
• AMERICAN DIMESTORE VINTAGE & CONTEMPORARY FIGURES
• ARGENTINEAN, FRENCH, JAPANESE HOLLOWCASTS
• FIGURATIVE CAST IRON

I buy collections of any size
Website address: rodneysdimestoregallery.com
email: castings1@att.net
2937 Rosa Del Villa Drive, Gulf Breeze, Florida 32563
850-932-6522
Treefrog Treasures presents Beau Geste
New Toy Soldiers
Traditional Style Metal Toy Soldiers

In Stock
Available for Immediate Shipping

American Revolution
American Civil War
Napoleonic
World War I
XVIII & XIX Centuries
Boxer Rebellion
Delhi Durbar 1903
Russo Japanese War

Beau Geste
New Napoleonic Sets

Prussian Landwehr Infantry and Military Band

Beau Geste
New Napoleonic Sets

The Four Feathers

FF 28 - Snake & Sheikh

Full online catalog at www.treefrogtreasures.com
Shannon Reuss sales@treefrogtreasures.com
Toll Free (866) 394-2418
International 1 - (507) 543-2500

Free International Shipping on orders over $250
Free Domestic Shipping on orders over $35!
During my research in 2009 for my upcoming reference book “Behind the Scenes at the Britains Toy Soldier Factory”, I was introduced, via British collector Alan Spalding, to Jo Selwyn-Smith, son of Roy Selwyn-Smith. Aware of my passion for research and for information on Britains behind the scenes activities, Jo Selwyn-Smith graciously granted me access to the collection of figures, master figures, notes and ephemera that his father had accumulated and which had been passed down to the Selwyn-Smith family when Roy died.

My visit to view the items in 2010 brought to light much information not before available in the public domain and contained many surprises.

Roy Selwyn-Smith designed numerous items and was associated with many of the well known names in the toy soldier manufacturing world: Otto Gottstein, Denny Stokes, Zang, Herald, Britains, Timpo, Willmore, Courtenay, Ping, and Katherine Ball (Of Greenwood and Ball). Roy’s own range Selwyn Miniatures, including Knights are probably some of
the most sought after figures for those who collect Medieval items and it was examples of these and other items from the companies listed above that were available for me to peruse during my visit.

Jo Selwyn-Smith was also in possession of a note book that his father had kept containing details of work carried out for some of the companies listed above. Entries in the notebook include: special paints and designs for Britains Hollow Cast Figures, Plaster masters for the Herald range, prototype figures for Herald which were never produced by the company, figures of Princess Elizabeth and Winston Churchill, Britains Toy Town figures (see recently published article in OTS), original drawings and catalogs together with large size sculptures for Herald of items destined to be pantographed down for production are included in the collection. SAS - Special Auction Services in the UK is scheduled to auction the Selwyn-Smith archive later this year, see this issue for advertisement.

Help -- If anyone has any information that they may like to submit regarding this article or indeed any information on Britains which has yet to be published, please contact me info@normanjoplin.com. For a future announcement regarding the issue of my forthcoming book *Behind the Scenes at the Britains Toy Soldier Factory* please check upcoming issues of *Old Toy Soldier Magazine*.

For information on the firms listed above and details of Roy Selwyn-Smith's life as toy figure designer, please refer to Peter Cowan's Book - *Selwyn Miniatures* published in 2005 ISBN 0-9548467-1-0
Your one-stop shop.

Toy soldiers—new or old, plastic or metal, assembled or kit. Rare finds from shows and trades. Finishing supplies, diorama & scenery accessories, military books & magazines.

Thomas Gunn Miniatures #SS001A 7.5cm Gun & 3-Man SS Crew $120.00
Paragon Scenics PS001FB U.S. Cavalry Set #1 $17.00
US Marines Take a Breath Figarti A4058 $89.00 $71.20
W. Britains 36041 Scots Grey Guidon Bearer & Gordon Highlander $120.00
Marx PL-224G Military Barracks - Army, Gray, Hard Plastic $15.00
John Jenkins Designs #JR-17 Highlander & British Line Infantry $68.00
King & Country CW052(SL) President Abraham Lincoln & His Generals $129.00
W. Britains 31057 Union Cavalry Corporal Dismounted, Firing Pistol $25.00

A store, a website, a travelling show!!

OUR STORE: Our 7,000 sq. ft. store is located at 33 Exchange Street, Malden, MA near the Orange Line Malden Center 'T' (subway) stop. We're just 10 minutes north of Boston, off Route I-93. Store Hours: Mon-Sat 10-6, Thurs until 8pm, Sun 12-5pm

TO PLACE AN ORDER:
By Phone: 1-781-321-8855
Phones are manned from 9:30-6:30, Mon-Fri, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5
Online: www.hobbybunker.com
By fax: 1-781-321-8866
By mail: Send your order to Hobby Bunker, Inc., 33 Exchange Street, Malden, MA 02148

check our sale section and weekly specials!

Free Shipping on all orders $75 or more (domestic, until further notice)
Toy Soldiers makers including Frontline Figures, Conte Collectibles, King & Country, East of India, Britains, Tommy Atkins, Models from 5 St. Petersburg Studios, The Warrior Irish as well as 3 premier Australian makers. Model figure kits from Andrea, Pegaso and Metal Modeles.

NEW ADDRESS
PETER NATHAN TOY SOLDIERS
Shop 18, Level 2, Queen Victoria Building,
455 George St, Sydney, N.S.W. 2000 Australia
Tel: (61 2) 9267 559
Website: www.toysoldiers.com.au
E-Mail: peter@toysoldiers.com.au
OPEN DAILY 10am - 6pm.

Toy Soldier store located at
15466 Los Gatos Blvd. #108
Los Gatos, CA 95032
Toll Free (866) 859-7653 • International (408) 358-3910
Fax (408) 358 3966
www.sierratoysoldier.com

FIGUREN-MAGAZIN
is Germany’s outstanding magazine on composition and plastic figures and related accessories. Each issue is packed with information on old and recent productions, and contains articles written by authors not only from Germany but also from other countries. FIGUREN-MAGAZIN’s main focus is on “Lineol” and “Elastolin”, but also refers to other German and foreign manufacturers. The themes range from ancient Romans, Normans and Vikings, Medieval Knights and Wildwest to soldiers from the period of the 20th century. Beside toy soldiers there also are vehicles and other accessories, especially for WW II scenarios, as well as civilians, animals and much more. Each issue is very well illustrated. There are four issues per year.
Editors: Helmut Lang and Andreas Pietruschka
Subscriptions rates: Europe 31.00 Euro, Overseas (Air Mail) 37.00 Euro (prices include shipping and postage). Contact:
VERLAG FIGUREN MAGAZIN
P.C.Box 210667, 10506 Berlin, Germany
Tel.: +49 30 392 94 90, Fax: +49 30 398 48 166
Email: redaktion@figuren-magazin.de
Internet: www.figuren-magazin.de

Bryerton’s Military Miniatures
Presents
Princess Victoria Louise
(Kaiser Wilhelm II’s Daughter : 54mm)
Made and Painted by John Eden Studios in England
2121 S. Racine Ave. - Chicago, IL 60608
Phone: 312-666-2800 Fax: 312-666-9755
bary@bryertons.com - www.bryertons.com
Visa, Mastercard,
American Express or check accepted.
Visit our retail store Moa-Fri 8am-4:30pm, Sat by Appointment.
Before the publication of “Old British Model Soldiers 1883-1918” in 1970 most collectors of such figures were “flying blind”. Len Richards distilled many years of careful research into a few pages that shone light on this until then, neglected facet of the collection of model soldiers. Earlier works by Garrett (1959 & 1972) and others had tended to focus on a broad range of figures, and gave prime emphasis to what are now referred to as connoisseur figures, aimed directly at collectors.

Richards, by contrast, had a passionate interest in old toy soldiers, especially those produced by the British company of William Britain and their contemporaries and competitors. His book was the first attempt to catalogue this area systematically. It provided the foundation upon which later works by John Ruddle (1980), Joe Wallis (1981 & 1993), Andrew Rose (1985), James Opie (1985, 1989, 1993, and others) and Norman Joplin (1987, 1993, and many more) would build.

In many respects the Richards book now looks rather old fashioned, with its black and white images and limited text. But its pioneering efforts cleared the path and provided the inspiration for these other authors to give us ever greater detail and insight into this fascinating subject. As a consequence we are much better informed today.

New finds and discoveries continue, especially in the area of early competitors of Britains in the hollow-cast market. This article focuses on some recent finds and considers what new light they can shed on Richards pioneering work. The following table sets out systematically, plate by plate where new information has been added to what Richards wrote over 40 years ago. Perhaps what is most remarkable is just how little there is to add, a tribute to Richards research long before the internet and other aids made things so much easier. For 30 out of 60 plates there is nothing to add to what he had to say. Column three of the table highlights those areas where it is possible to speculate, clarify, and in a few cases correct, statements Richards made.

In most cases the plates in Richards book have four rows of figures. In theory the bottom line in each plate is row no. 1 and the top line is no. 4. However Richards appears to mix things up in a few cases. The notes here refer to rows from the top down.

The author would welcome any comments or new evidence to support (or contradict) the assertions and speculations made here. In particular, photographic evidence of figures produced by Abel, Faudel Phillips, Renvoize, and similar makers would be very welcome.

Contact details:
+(44)1926496062
email r.a.wilson@warwick.ac.uk
### Notes on the Plates in Richards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plate no.</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Life Guards</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Horse Guards</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>5th Dragoon Guards</td>
<td>Richards does not comment on the second row down of this plate which contains on the left hand side an empty-handed figure riding on a Scots Grey horse and then a figure carrying a carbine on the head up trotting horse. Both are unusual. They may be specials or possibly from the Paris Office.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Boer War</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Fusiliers &amp; Ghurkhas</td>
<td>Richards attributes the two Fusiliers on the left in the third row down to Abel. They are quite different castings, one stepping off the right as opposed to the more usual left foot. It is possible that one may be by Faudel Phillips &amp; Sons (see Figure 3). This company is not mentioned by Richards but we now know that a number of fine figures were sold under this trade name, (see also Figure 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Highlanders</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Infantry of the Line</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Hussars</td>
<td>Richards does not comment on the figure on left in the 3rd row down. This appears to be on a pony horse and carrying a carbine. It is possibly a special of some kind or it may be a Paris Office offering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Other Hussars</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 10.       | Lancers                          | At the time it was thought that the plug armed charging Lancers had no set numbers. Based on a catalogue in the author’s possession we now know that they were numbered as follows:  * Set # 4 – 12th Lancers  * Set # 5 – 17th Lancers  * Set # 10 - 16th Lancers  
Each set contained 9 figures, including officer with sword and trumpeter. There were two variants, with and without cap-lines, with the former being slightly later. All three sets were discontinued and replaced by single row sets of 5. In the case of the 16th lancers set #10 was replaced by Set # 33 which used the cross-legged figure, with officer turned in the saddle. This happened around 1894/95. The same castings were used for the 5th and 9th Lancers (sets # 23 and 24 respectively). For the 17th Lancers the replacement set was introduced in 1897 (Set # 81), using the rocking horse, which can be seen as a more direct improvement of the plug armed figure. In the case of the 12th Lancers, it was not until 1903 that a new set appeared, with slung lances, and using the newly designed head up trotting horse. |
<p>| 11.       | Other Lancers                    | No comment                                                                                                                             |
| 12.       | RMA &amp; RMLI                       | The fixed arm figure on the left in the second row down is attributed by Richards to Renvoize but seems more likely to be a second grade Britains or possible a copy by Hanks. |
| 13.       | Mountain Artillery               | No comment                                                                                                                             |
| 14.       | Officers: Drums &amp; Bugles         | The fixed arm officer on a dark, possibly black, horse is unusual and may have been sold individually. The normal painting for the sway back officer was a grey horse. |
| 15.       | Coldstream Guards Band           | No comment                                                                                                                             |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plate no.</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Royal Sussex, etc</td>
<td>The figure in row 2 down on the far right hand side attributed by Richards to Abel could be Faudel Phillips (see Figure 1). The same applies to the similar figure in the top row, which Richards attributes to Renvoize (This looks very like the figure on the right in Figure 4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Rifle Brigade</td>
<td>The first figure in the top row is by Wellington Toy Company not Fry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Dragoons</td>
<td>The 1st Dragoon figure on the far right hand side in the third row down is on a pony horse. It may be a special of some kind or could be a Hanks copy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Foot Guards in action</td>
<td>The standing officer with binoculars was also available in set no. 131, and also (at a much later date in set no. 1908).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Indian Army</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Indian Cavalry</td>
<td>The two figures on the right in the bottom row are conversions (now in the author's collection).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Colonials</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Foot Guards</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Royal Navy</td>
<td>The 2nd figure in row 2 has also been attributed to Faudel Phillips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>RNLP &amp; Belgians</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Highlanders in action</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Infantry of the line in action</td>
<td>In the bottom row the officer with sword on the right hand side is unusual and may be a special.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Dragoon Guards</td>
<td>In the bottom row the officer with sword on the right hand side is unusual and may be a special.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Life Guard Band</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Spanish &amp; Prussians</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Infantry of the Line</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Highlanders</td>
<td>The two unidentified figures on the left of row two are Faudel Phillips. The last figure in the top row is Wellington Toy Company not Fry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Egyptians, etc</td>
<td>In the third row down, the last figure at the halt is a special painting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Boer war</td>
<td>In the second row down the Arab marching at the slope on the right hand side with a very pale face is probably from the Paris Office.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Russians</td>
<td>The Cossack in the top row with sword is by Phillip Segal not BMC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>The Japanese figure running is by Renvoize not Abel (see Figure 1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Bottom row, the marching Legionnaire is by Crescent not Hill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>French cavalry</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Royal Artillery</td>
<td>No comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Zulus, etc</td>
<td>The unidentified Piper may be Hill, based on a boxed set in the authors possession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate no.</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 42.      | Cowboys & Indians          | Row 2 The Mounted Cowboy on the left was produced by G.W. Wood in 1912 and was later made by BMC *  
Row 3 left to right Crescent ex Reka, three by Hill, the large Indian is Hanks and is sometimes found marked Hanks and Sutton *  
Row 4 all apart from the BMC figures are Britains * |
| 43.      | Italians                   | No comment                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| 44.      | Mexicans, etc              | No comment                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| 45.      | Salvation Army, etc        | No comment                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| 46.      | Medical                    | Row 3 The second figure from the left is Wellington Toy Company, sometimes found in boxed sets with a Charterhouse Series label and also issued in boxes by Oliver Harper *  
Row 4 The large size Scout appears in the Reka catalogue and is therefore probably not BMC although moulds were often exchanged between firms as companies went out of business * |
| 47.      | Austro Hungary             | No comment                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| 48.      | Balkans                    | No comment                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| 49.      | RHA b-sized                | No comment                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| 50.      | b-sized infantry           | No comment                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| 51.      | b-sized cavalry            | The second figure from the right in the bottom row is probably a Hanks copy of the RHA escort in service dress.                                                                                       |
| 52.      | w/b-sized                  | The last three figures in the bottom row are Paris Office (Infanterie de Ligne officer, and possible Chasseurs a Pieds).                                                                                 |
| 53.      | w-sized cavalry            | No comment                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| 54.      | X series                   | The figure in the 2nd row down with a base is probably from a Parade series set of Fusiliers.                                                                                                           
In the third row down the second figure on the left with sword on a pony horse could be special, Paris Office (or possibly a Hanks copy). |
| 55.      | X and A series             | The Bugler in the top row is from the large khaki display set no. 1407.                                                                                                                                |
| 56.      | Copies of Britains         | The figures in the 2nd row down are by Heinrichsen. It is a moot point who copies whom!                                                                                                                |
| 57.      | Territorials, etc          | The Territorial Yeomanry figure with lance may be a special or possibly a Paris Office figure                                                                                                           |
| 58.      | Other khaki                | The unusual figure in the third row down in the first movement towards the “order arms” position is a repainted figure by Fry.  
Row 1 The first figure is by French manufacturer S.R. the second figure is BMC. The third remains unidentified and the fourth may be Renvoize*  
Row 2 Left to right BMC, Hill and Reka  
Row 3 Hill, Unidentified, 3 Hill, Fry and 2 Hill  
Row 4 The third figure is Fry followed by two BMC and a Russell Manufacturing Company item * |
| 59.      | Artillery                  | No comment                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| 60.      | Boxes                      | No comment                                                                                                                                                                                           |
Len Richards- Pioneer Researcher (Cont.)

Figure 2: Faudel Phillips 19th Princess of Wales Own Infantry
(This very rare mint and boxed set includes just 7 figures, finely painted. As shown in Figure 4 they are similar but not identical to the Abel Plate # 16 example).

Figure 3: Faudel Phillips 19th Royal Engineers
(The casting is the same as the unidentified Boer war figure in Richards plate no. 35. Here they are in red tunics and blue trousers). Note the superbly illustrated box which appears to be unique to each set.

Figure 4b: Abel (left) and Faudel Phillips Infantry of the Line at the slope. The figure on the left in each shot is by Abel (designed to fit on to their patent drill display). The one on the right is by Faudel Phillips. It appears to be the same as the Figure in Richards plate no. 16 that he attributes to Renvoize. Rose (page 98, items 7-9, attributes it to Abel).

Although the Richards book title is 1893-1918 a number of items illustrated were not made until after the 1918 date*

There is at present no concrete evidence that Faudel Phillips were actually manufacturers of toy soldiers and it is possible that the items issued by them were made by another company, research is ongoing.*

Renvoize also traded under the name British United Toy Manufacturing Company and produced a range of non lead toys, but again it is possible that they were not manufacturers of toy soldiers and that their figures were produced and imported from Germany, Peter Cowan’s published article in a recent British Model Soldier Society Bulletin gives rise to this theory.*

* Indicates additional information added by O.T.S. Editor Norman Joplin

References:
The first Vectis Military, Civilian Figures, Equipment and Accessories Sale of 2011 including Part 1 of the Nils Fischer Britains Collection was held on Wednesday 30th March 2011. The sale was an overwhelming success with 96% of the 925 lots on offer being sold and the sale grossing just short of £190K.

For the third sale in a row Vectis achieved a string of World Record prices for plastic figures with lot’s 4121 and 4122 [Herald English Civil War Two Figure “Half Moon” Card sets] each achieving £1800 and Lot 4127 [Herald Wild West Set H7603, containing 6 Cowboys] making £1700.

As was expected the un-released, prototype and unique pieces [mainly from the late Charles Biggs Collection] achieved consistently high prices, examples included: an extremely rare [unreleased] single Herald Ballet Figure in Yellow which achieved £140 [the only known boxed set will be included in the June 28th sale], Lot’s 4273 and 4274 [prototype Deetail Knights] made £220 and £240 apiece, the Wax Master Figures [Lot 4325] sculpted by Norman Sillman for the Garden Folk Set [1967] made £800 and a set of metal test masters [Lot 4406] for the plastic Mini Sets Range made £540.

Rarities abounded throughout the catalogue and subsequently attracted heavy bidding, a U.S. 18 Pounder Gun [lot 4443], from 1935 made £300, Three boxed Monoplanes in U.S. markings [Set 435 – Lot’s 4428/4429/4430] from the 1930’s finished in Green, Blue and Yellow made £3600, £5600 and £5600 respectively, a Set 1641 [Underslung Lorry] finished in a rare pale blue paint scheme - £620 and a set of U.S. Export [tagged] Lancers [Lot 4488] was finally sold for £540 after some fierce bidding.

Pieces from the W Britain 1880 Catalogue many with their original boxes sold well with the The Automatic Foot Race [lot 4490] achieving £3200, The New Horse Race [lot 4494]- £2000 and the Balancing Clown [lot 4497] £1800
In the Civilian Section of the sale notable prices were evident throughout, highlights included: an unboxed Racing Colours model [lot 4501] in the colours of the Duchess of Norfolk [Mickey Mouse] from 1938 eventually selling for a staggering £3200 after a frenzied bidding war between telephone and internet bidders, an extremely rare Horse Blanket [lot 4507] made from linen with leather straps to be used on Britains Horses and issued by an Australian Department Store in the 1930’s achieved £480, a pre-war issue boxed model No’912 - Giraffe [lot 4551] made £950 and a rare variant early 1960’s issue Fordson Tractor [lot 4639] finally went down at £1200.

In other areas of the sale a Hummel House of Miniatures Catalogue from the 1950’s [lot 4698] made £520, a Tipp and Co German M/C Combination [lot 4723] £900 and a Heyde diorama depicting Dubai in the 19th Century [lot 4780] £2100.

All in all a fantastic start to the Vectis 2011 figure auction season which will continue with another landmark sale featuring Part 2 of the Fischer Collection. The sale will be held on 28th June and will contain a plethora of rare and desirable items, including: Britains Archive Sale material, a fantastic selection of Hugar Buildings [military and civilian], Original Britains moulds [Figures/Equipment/Animals – inc’ the Edwardian Family], original Hand Casting Tools and Britains Design Department - research and design notes, uniform reference files and production documentation. The sale will be rounded off with a comprehensive selection of civilian and military figures, equipment and accessories from Britains and other makers.

For further details contact Simon Clarke at simon.clarke@vectis.co.uk
The Second Vectis Military, Civilian Figures, Equipment and Accessories Sale of 2011 including Part 2 of the Nils Fischer Britains Collection will take place on Tuesday 28th June 2011 at Stockton on Tees, England.

This landmark sale will contain a further plethora of rare and desirable items, including: Britains Archive Sale material, a fantastic selection of Hugar Buildings [military and civilian], Original Britains moulds [Figures/Equipment/Animals – including the Edwardian Family], original Hand Casting Tools and Britains Design Department - research and design notes, uniform reference files and production documentation.

The other Vendors Section of the sale will include: A large collection of retired/vintage King and Country sets, a selection of Lucotte and Mignot Sets, Heyde and other German Makers, Composition and Tinplate from Elastolin, Gottschalk, Hauser and Tipp, Rare vintage plastics from Herald, Britains and Timpo and a selection of pre 1939 Britains Military sets.

For further details contact Simon Clarke at simon.clarke@vectis.co.uk
OLD TOY SOLDIER AUCTIONS USA

The Don Darnieder Collection, Fred Wehr Part II & Other Important Properties

Two Day Auction Featuring over 1000 Lots

Saturday, May 21st ~ 10 a.m.

Britains Military Pre and Post War, Britains Civilian Farm, Zoo, Circus and Racing Colours, Britains Plastic Eyes, Right and Swoppets, Benbros, Dimestores, Elastolin Composition, Elastolin Plastic, Heyde and other German makers, Johilico, Jones, Lineol Composition, King and Country Gloss, Midwest British Importers, Taylor and Barrett, Timpo, Vertunni, XR France, ETC

SUNDAY, MAY 22ND ~ 10 A.M.


Catalogs available one month prior to the sale
$30, $40 International
AUCTION PREVIEW (Cont.)

- Rare Crescent New York Police
- Britains Pre War Egyptian Infantry and Cavalry
- Britains Pre War Arab Display
- Britains Swoppett Knights
- Britains Pre War Egyptian Infantry and Cavalry
- Britains Post War Cavalry
- Britains Pre War Infantry and Cavalry
- Britains Home Farm
- Timpo Model Zoo
AUCTION PREVIEW (Cont.)

- Britains Pre War British Army Display
- Crescent Triple Row West Point Cadets
- Timpo Tiger Hunt
- Britains Tractor
- Britains Picture Pack Display Cabinet
- Benbros Robin Hood
- Charbens Pre War Organ Grinder Set
- Britains Rare Pre War Coronation Territorials
- “Ancient” Britains
- Britains Pre War Infantry and Cavalry
- Britains Pre War Coldstream Band
- Britains 9000 Series
- Britains Rare Boxed Label for 12th Royal Lancers
AUCTION PREVIEW (Cont.)

Heyde Cavalry with Original Boxes

Britains “Eyes Right” Bands

Mignot Displays

Britains Post War Infantry

Britains Pre War Rare Set 93

Britains Post War Animals
King & Country Ancient Egypt

King & Country Kaiser’s Staff Car

Imperial Highland Color Party

Mignot French Horse Drawn Artillery

Pottsdamer/Shimek Cottage set

Soldier Centre Steam Tractor

Mark Time Royal Engineer Balloon Winch Unit

King & Country Armored Car

Trophy

Hiriart Germans

Pottsdamer/Shimek Churchill Train Set

Trophy Zulu War

Trophy Napoleonic
AUCTION PREVIEW (Cont.)

- Mignot Caserne
- Aeroart-Early St. Petersburg Ltd. Edition Knights of the Roundtable
- Blenheim Zulu War Gift Set
- King & Country Crusaders
- Alymer Chariots
- Mignot Ambulance
- Hocker Zulu War
- Pottsdamer/Shimek Tiger Hunt
- Mignot Tractor Drawn Field Gun
- King & Country Napoleonic
FANTASTIC 3 DAY SALE

1 Neil Court • Oceanside, NY 11572
516-594-0731 • www.WeissAuctions.com

FRIDAY MAY 20TH (4PM):
DISNEY SALE & HOLLYWOOD MEMORABILIA INCL. LESTER GLASSNER

Highlighted by more material from the Estate of Lester Glassner, Large Collection of 1930’s-70’s Movie Press Books, Archive of Negatives from Photographer Harry Langdon, Collection of Oversized Photos by Langdon, Collection of Original Universal Candid Production Set Stills, Collection of Linda Darnell material including Lobby Cards, Posters, Original Charcoal Portrait Illustration by James Montgomery Flagg, Collection of Original 1920’s Theatre Photos by Paul Weber, and much more. Partial collection of Joel Cohen, owner of Cohen Books and Collectibles of Disney material including Vintage Paraphernalia, Books, Ephemera, Toys, Pottery, Porcelains, and General Collectibles from the 1930’s and 1940’s, accumulated over 35 years. More items of Joel’s collection will be sold this year in upcoming auctions. Also included will be Disney Convention Statues, Lenox, Waterford, Armani, and more. Once in a Lifetime Opportunity....Offered will be Four Original Art Watercolor on Board Paintings of Snow White and Bambi. These paintings are the Original Art for the Famous Disney Lithographs by New York Graphic Society.

SATURDAY MAY 21ST (10AM):
TOYS, TOY SOLDIERS, TRAINS, DOLLS, MECHANICAL & STILL BANKS

Sale will include a General Selection of Vintage Toys featuring Tin Litho, Cast Iron, and More with Highlights including Stevens & Brown Black Boy on Velocipede, Browsers Black Dandy Clockwork Toy, American Clockwork Gigg with Articulated Horse, and more. Trains of all makers including Lionel, American Flyer, Marklin, Ives, and a Large Single Owner Collection of LGB Large Scale Trains New in Original Boxes. Also included will be 1000’s of Toy Soldiers from Several Estates including Part 4 of the Edward Ryan Collection. This sale will feature Britains, Mignot, and Other Soldier Manufacturers. Many Group Lots and Diorama Type Pieces. Also a Fine Selection of Paper and Cardboard Soldiers with sets by Parker Brothers, McLoughlin, and more. Collection of HO Brass Engines from the Lawrence Kozsey Collection, Wonderful Selection of Still Banks and Mechanical Banks including Magician Bank, Dark Town Battery, Organ Bank, Teddy and the Bear, etc. Dolls will include a Collection of Klumpe Dolls, Bisque Head Jumeau Fresh from an Estate, Incredible 1900’s Puppet Theatre with 6 Puppets, and Many More Bisque Head and Composition Dolls.

SUNDAY MAY 22ND (10AM):
FOLK ART, ADVERTISING, DOOR STOPS, AND WORLD’S FAIR MATERIAL

Sale will include a Wonderful Selection of Folk Art Pieces and Vintage Advertising including Two Outstanding Wood Tobacconist Trade Store Figures, a Turk and a Black Man with Cigar, Two Superb Carved Eagles including a Large Carved Plaque and Carved Pilot House Eagle from the 1870’s, Two Large Pocket Watch Iron Clock Trade Signs, Civil War Period 1864 Flag, and Period Painted Decorated Drums, Sheet Iron Indian with Bow and Arrow Weathervane, Bradley & Hubbard Sambo Blinking Eye Clock, Niagara Fire Insurance Reverse Painted Glass Trade Sign, Incredible Dentzel Carousel Horse, circa 1895 in All Original Condition, Ebbett’s Wagon Co. Self Framed Tin Sign, Two Wonderful Diamond Dyes Country Store Cabinets, Gloeklers Butchers Trade Sign, 1890’s Eberhardt & Ober Brewing Co. Lithograph, Early Ingersoll Rand Railroad Ticket Box, and More. Also included will be a Collection of Cast Iron Door Stops including Anne Hathaway Cottage, Rare Hubley Tiger, Highland Lighthouse, and others. World’s Fair Material including a Wooden Plaque from a 1939 Pavilion Building, Concept Study of the “Hall of Pharmacy” by Stuyvesant Van Veen, Selection of Plates, Pins, Books, Ephemera, and other Souvenirs.

Viewing will be Wed.5/18 Noon-5PM, Thurs. 5/19 Noon-8PM, and Fri 5/20 Noon-8PM
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.WEISSAUCTIONS.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION, DETAILS, AND PHOTOS

Absentee & Phone bidding is available on our website, and live internet bidding is available at www.proxibid.com/weiss

For more information, call 516-594-0731
13% Buyer’s Premium added to Each Lot Purchased Directly Thru the Gallery, 18% Buyers Premium thru Proxibid
Payment M/C, Visa, Cash

Our Next Toy Soldier Sale is Coming Soon, Contact Us With Your Collection!!
Special Auction Services is proud to be offering for sale the archive of the legendary figure sculptor and designer, Roy Selwyn-Smith, whose career spanned the finest miniature knights, Herald and Swoppets to Britains Floral Miniature Garden. The sale includes wax models, prototypes, exhibition items, literature, Selwyn Knights, a Herald mould, Toy Town figures and rare production material from several periods.

Contact: Hugo Marsh or Bob Leggett on 00 44 (0)1635 580595

81 New Greenham Park, Newbury RG19 6HW, Great Britain toys@specialauctionservices.com
Toy Soldier and Figure Sale
The Isaac Gutman Collection (part 1) and the Gene Johnson Collection
Thursday 2 June 2011 at 11am
Knightsbridge, London

The Isaac Gutman Collection
includes over 250 fine models
from Courtenay, Ping and Greenhill
together with 200 figures by
Spanish master modelmaker
Ramon Labayen and others of
similar quality.
Illustrated: Courtenay figures King
Richard I, The Black Prince and King
Henry V.
Estimates from £100 - 400

The Gene Johnson Collection of
Composition and Tinplate is one of
the most comprehensive of its type
ever to come to auction. Comprising
over 3,500 pieces of Hausser-
Elastolin, Lineol, Marklin, Tippco
and Durso, 10cm-7cm-6cm figures,
including mounted and on foot with
officers, bands, colours, medical,
communications, snow camouflage,
tinplate guns, anti-aircraft, armour,
motorcycles, horse-drawn and motor
vehicles and aircraft.
Estimates from £100 - 1,200

For a free and confidential valuation
with a view to selling at Bonhams
or for further details regarding the
auctions please contact:
Leigh Gotch
+44 (0) 20 7393 3898
leigh.gotch@bonhams.com

James Opie
+44 (0) 20 7794 7447
jamesopie@yahoo.co.uk

Catalogues
+44 (0) 1666 502200
Or visit our web site
www.bonhams.com/toys
three weeks prior to the sale
for full catalogue descriptions
and illustrations.

For further details please contact:
Leigh Gotch
+44 (0) 20 7393 3898
leigh.gotch@bonhams.com

James Opie
+44 (0) 20 7794 7447
jamesopie@yahoo.co.uk

Bonhams
Montpelier Street
London SW7 1HH
www.bonhams.com/toys

London · New York · Paris · San Francisco · Los Angeles · Hong Kong · Sydney · Dubai
Bonhams Courtenay

**Courtenay, William Lord Greystoke**
mounted, ‘Joan of Arc’ brown Palfrey without base, rider figure number 19, with two handed sword, un-named and unsigned (G) (1)
£300-400

**Courtenay, Edward III King of England**
mounted M2, shield, lance in movable arm and great helm with depicted lion, black base, unsigned, sold for three shillings (G) (1)
£300-400

**Ping Types of the Ancient World**
Assyrian Warrior, Roman Legionary, British Chief and Romano-British Princess, mounted on titled wooden plinths (G) (4)
£200-300

**Ping Kings and Queens of Great Britain**
James II, William III, George I and Victoria, mounted on titled wooden plinths (G) (4)
£200-300

**Courtenay, Historical Figures, Assyrian Bowman**
signed made in England by R. Courtenay, Queen Cleopatra, Toy Retarius and Scutor, unsigned (VG) (4) £200-300

**Courtenay, Historical Figure, King Henry V, mounted** movable sword arm, titled under belly Henry V made in England (VG-G) (1)
£200-300

**Courtenay RARE walking Medieval soldiers**
bowman in hood (reputedly the portrait head of John Cammidge), Bowman in cap and billman in helmet (VG) (3)
£200-300

**Courtenay, The Black Prince**
mounted figure H6, in blackened armour, with axe, green base, signed made in England by R. Courtenay (VG) (1)
£300-400

**Courtenay, Sir Bartholomew Barghurstie**
mounted H2, visored, with shield and movable lance arm, green base, signed made in England H2 by R. Courtenay (VG) (1)
£300-400

**Labayen, 54mm French Expeditionary Force to the Americas, U.S. War of Independence**
Colour Bearers, Regiment Royal Deux Ponts and Regiment Soissonais (VG) (2) £200-300

**Labayen 54mm Portrait Figures, Napoleon’s Marshals and Generals**
mounted on oval metal titled bases, EXPORT QUALITY, Kleber, Davout, Ney, Barraguet d'Hilliere, Murat with A.D.C., Mortier, D’Ornano, Gouvion de St Cyr and Krasinski (VG) (10)
£300-400
As so often happens EBay has once again provided a source of reference for some previously unknown toy soldiers and figures.

The accompanying picture (see page 4 of this article) of what is believed to be a Salesman’s Sample was offered for sale some time ago and has remained in my collection while I was researching the origin. It appears that the figures tied to this large card had originally been pre World War 2 products of John Hill and Company (Johillco), Crescent and other British Hollow Cast manufacturers.

Markings on the bottom of each figure have been removed at some point after the items were shipped to Australia and retooled. The figures were part of a line produced, I believe, during the early post World War 2 era. The discovery of a boxed set with an “Austra” label and of several single figures subsequently obtained from EBay Australia by Rodney Hopson (Rodney’s Dimestore Gallery) suggests that Hollow Cast figures were readily available in Australia after the war.

---

**Definition of Swagman**

“A swagman is an old Australian or New Zealand” term describing an underclass of transient temporary workers, who travelled by foot from farm to farm carrying the traditional swag (waterproof bedroll). Also characteristic of swagman attire was a hat strung with corks to ward off flies.

During the Depression of the 1890’s and the Great Depression of the 1930’s, unemployed men travelled the rural areas of Australia on foot, with their few possessions rolled up and carried in their swag. Typically, they would seek work in farms and towns as they travelled across the country and in many cases the farmers, if no permanent work was available, would provide food and shelter in return for some menial task.”
The 65mm Swagman figure and “Digger” were produced in the 1930’s by Crescent and are extremely rare, with few examples ever emerging for sale in the UK, this gives rise to the possibility that Crescent and other British manufactures were engaged in supplying figures pre war to Australia, the conversion of the Khaki troops to Australian hats also indicates a prior connection to UK manufacturers.

Several of the figures contained in the “Austra” boxed set have never been found in the UK but can certainly be attributed to British pre war companies and may throw light on some of the descriptions listed, in particular in the Crescent pre war catalog that have yet to be matched with figures.
Paint Differences (See page 4 of this article)

The painting of the figures in top row are all consistent with the Crescent Paint finish. The word “Digger” is written underneath what Crescent listed as an Australian.

Second row figures are consistent with their original manufactures paint style except for the Crescent Officer which is in Blue rather than the Crescent Khaki version.

Third row figures are painted in the same style as John Hill and Company or Fry, however Australian heads have been added to the fourth, sixth, seventh and Eighth figures.

Fourth row. I have never seen the original of this but assume the White Helmeted Policeman represents an Australian Police Uniform?

Fifth row. The painting of the second and fourth figures differs from that of John Hill and Company.
Top Row. (Left to Right) 65 mm Highlander, Australian/Digger & Guardsman all taken from Crescent, Lying Machine Gunner from John Hill and Company and Fireman and Swagman from Crescent.

Second Row. (Left to Right) Two 54 mm Guardsmen, Possibly Pre War Charbens, Guardsman and two others On Guard - Maker Unknown and 65 mm Officer from Crescent.


Fourth Row 54 mm Australian Policeman in White Helmet, Possibly Crescent.

The rest of the figures are missing from the card however the writing on what is left of this section indicates they were Bandsmen.

Fifth Row. 54 mm First two figures are Airmen, Fourth Figure and the Sailor on Guard are taken from John Hill and Company. Second and fourth Airman are Crescent as is the Sailor with Telescope. The small scale Porter carrying luggage is a Dinky Toy.
H.J. (Bud) Wagner’s collection of approx. 3,000 figures has been acquired over the past 60 years. A wide range of manufacturers cover many phases of the hobby and nearly all types of materials used are covered.

Some makers are Mignot, Britians, Trophy, Elastolin, Lineol, Barclay, Manoil, Grayiron, Auburn Rubber, Cherilea, Crescent, Timpo and many miscellaneous makers and individual figures. Rare and “one of a kind” figures, some of which are pictured with my name in Richard O’Brien’s Collecting Toy Soldiers, Edition #3. A complete set of 21 Millers, all mint, in a wall hung display case, large assortment of knights by various makers, also a large group of Northwest Mounties. 12 sets of 20mm very old German flats in excellent condition. A diorama of 70 Elastolin cowboys and Indians, all mint, three dioramas of all makes of dime stores. Battle scene which includes my German conversions, a WWI MASH UNIT with award winning ambulance conversion stretcher sets with doctor and nurse from all four makers, camp scene with parade and various figures, many dime store accessories, tents, fences, sand bags, tables, etc. (18) 12” figures, all still in boxes, mostly civil war. Large civil war diorama figures by various makers.

The majority of the collection cannot be covered in this ad. This is a real money maker for a dealer and a wonderful addition to any collection. If you are seriously interested in buying, call for additional information and colored photos of entire collection. Two large display cases are included. To be sold on an “all or none basis”.

Priced far below actual value!! $28,000 FIRM

H.J. (Bud) Wagner
715-421-4664 • 815-797-4939
Formerly a dealer for many years “The Toy Soldier Man”
Joseph Saine Toy Soldiers Presents:

Toy Soldier Extravaganza
July 23 & 24, 2011

Holiday Inn Livonia Michigan
I-275 & 6 Mile Rd 48152

Toy Soldier Auction Saturday, July 23 1 p.m.
300+ lots of Toy Soldiers sold at no reserve

Toy Soldier Show Sunday, July 24 10 a.m.
100 tables of Toy soldiers with Dealers from over 10 states

Also featuring room trading Friday and Saturday

For Auction Consignment & Table Information, contact:

Joseph Saine Toy Soldiers
628 Dixie Highway
Rossford, OH 43460
419.662.8697
www.josephsaine.com
NORMAN JOPLIN’S
OLD TOY SOLDIER and FIGURE SHOW (UK)
SATURDAY 10th OF SEPTEMBER 2011

Holiday Inn London - Bloomsbury
Coram Street, London
WC1N 1HT
The Turner and Booker Suites
(Only 2 minutes walk north of Russell Square
Underground Station and 1 minute east of the
Royal National Hotel)

ADMISSION £3
Entry to the PUBLIC - 10:30 AM - 4:00 PM
Early Bird entry from 6:30 AM - £ 15

For further details contact:
Norman Joplin
Telephone: 001-262-692-3913
e-mail: info@normanjoplin.com

Adrian Little
Telephone: 011-1635-30535

Show sponsored by
Old Toy Soldier
Magazine

This is a dateline show for old toy soldiers and figures, pre 1980 vintage
OTSN’s 31st CHICAGO TOY SOLDIER SHOW

Sunday, September 25, 2011
10 am to 3:30 pm $8 Admission

Synchronize your watches. And Drop in!

Soldiers, Farm, Circus and Zoo, Old and New Figures
Hyatt Regency Woodfield
1800 East Golf Road, Schaumburg, Illinois
847-605-1234

Show Information: Don Pielin
106 Cottonwood; Streamwood, IL 60107
630-497-1239 email:dimestores@aol.com
Dealer Information and more: www.toysoldiershow.com
Ohio Toy Soldier Show & Sale™
Our 19th Great Year!

- Antique to Modern Toy Soldiers & Equipment
- Metal, Plastic and Composition Soldiers
- Something for Everyone...
  Beginner to Advanced Collector
- Quality Dealers from Around the Country

Sunday, May 15, 2011
The Galaxy Restaurant
201 Park Centre Dr.
Wadsworth, Ohio
ST RT. 94 & I 76
10 AM - 3 PM

For more information, contact:
Doug McClure
412 E. Liberty St.
Medina, Ohio 44256
Tel: (330) 722-6751
E-mail: dmcclure1@zoominternet.net

Now Available
BRITAINS CIVILIAN TOY FIGURES

Norman Joplin, in association with Arnold Rolak, Philip Dean and Joseph Kunzelmann

Concentrating on Britains products of a non-military nature produced between 1880 and 1966, this full color book has eleven hundred plus photographs and covers every aspect of civilian and non-military figures.

Farm, Zoo, Circus, Garden, Racehorses, Sports, Railway, Civilian Vehicles, Footballers, Lilliput and Gogots, including color variants never before illustrated.

Order from:
Norman Joplin, 335 Fir Street, Fredonia, WI 53021
Telephone: 262.692.3913 • Email: info@normanjoplin.com
Make checks to Norman Joplin. • $49.95 + $3.05 (S/H - within USA) = $53.00

THE TOY SOLDIER SHOP
OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
503 11TH STREET, S.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20003

Specializing in the conversion of
your old Britains figures,
to your instruction; including color
parties, bands, artillery teams, etc.

~ ALL PAINTED TO THE
HIGHEST STANDARD ~

offering
toy soldiers
old and new
always
buying
collections

Neil Rhodes
Proprietor
TOYSOLDIERSHOP.COM

Send SASE for next catalog to:
Stan & Sally Alekna
732 Aspen Lane; Lebanon, PA 17042-9073
Phone: (717) 228-2361
E-mail: salekna1936@yahoo.com

Dimestore Soldiers

Over 20 years of buying & Selling
Barclay, Manoil, Grey Iron,
& other dimestores & accessories

We issue 3 to 4 mail order catalogs a year of 500 to
600 top quality figures & vehicles

Send SASE for next catalog to:
Stan & Sally Alekna
732 Aspen Lane; Lebanon, PA 17042-9073
Phone: (717) 228-2361
E-mail: salekna1936@yahoo.com
Plan Now To Attend & Bring a Friend to the:

29th Annual East Coast
Toy Soldier Show & Sale

Also featuring a vast array of antique & collectible toys and more!!!

Sunday, November 6, 2011
9 AM – 3PM

Wide Aisles Handicap Accessible
A non-smoking facility
FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY
Hackensack, NJ

From Route 4, Hackensack Ave., south exit, then left at
2nd light (Temple Ave.); to Rothman Center.
Six miles west of George Washington Bridge, off of
Route 4 West Hackensack Ave

CELEBRATING 29 YEARS OF
GREAT TOY SOLDIER SHOWS

Millions of Antique & Collectible Toy
Soldiers Military Miniatures • Miniature
Civilian Figures • Railroad • Christmas
• Zoo • Farm • Diecast • G.I. Joe &
Action Figures • Militaria • Over 300
Vendor Tables of Antique and
Collectible Toys

IT’S THE LARGEST SHOW
OF ITS KIND
with Over 300 Exhibitor Tables
and Convenient Free Parking

ADMISSIONS
Adult: $6.00
Children under 12: FREE

Special room rate at our host hotel:
Best Western, just blocks away!
(201) 488-8900

SPONSORED BY: Vintage Castings
Tel: (973) 831-8900 • Fax: (973) 831-8912

Want to make money at the show
and not just spend it? Become a
vendor!

Email: bill@vintagecastings.com
www.vintagecastings.com

MEMBER OF
Professional Show Manager’s
Association, Inc.

Prepaid ticket option. Save time. Purchase your ticket by mail.
Hand ticket to ticket-taker & enter through separate prepaid admissions door at 9AM.
This allows for no waiting at general admission box office.

Please reserve me __________ prepaid admission ticket(s) at $6.00 each.
Mail checks payable to: Vintage Castings, P.O. Box 4809, Wayne, NJ 07474-4809

Print Name:______________________________________________Phone Number:(_____)______________________
Address:____________________________________ City:_____________________ State:______ Zip:____________

Note: A self-addressed Stamped Envelope must be sent for prepaid tickets.
Be sure to set aside Sunday, November 6, 2011. Remember to bring your tickets. No Refunds

HISTORY COMES ALIVE AT THE EAST COAST TOY SOLDIER SHOW AND SALE.
vintagecastings.com
Set 168 was not the earliest non-military set to be issued by Britains Limited—that distinction belongs to Salvation Army Sets 10 and 14 produced in 1906, as well as Railroad Station Sets 155 and 158 first manufactured in 1908. However, Set 168 was inventive and attractive, offering seven different figures among its eight piece repertory.

The first documented appearance of this distinctive set is in the 1913 catalog of Gamage’s Emporium in the Holburn section of London, but one has to look closely to find Set 168. On page 101 of Gamage’s 1913 catalog is a gallery of small individual drawings depicting a figure from each set in their catalog. One of the Gentlemen Passengers is included and labeled 168 in the collection of illustrations, even though Set 168 per se is not listed with a price in the preceding pages. It is also featured in the 1915 Britains catalog that was reprinted in a limited edition in 1972 autographed by Dennis Britain. In trying to date the beginning of Set 168, it is helpful that the Bersaglieri of Set 169 was the last casting to be date stamped underneath the base for copyright protection in July 1912. Therefore it is likely that Set 168 debuted in 1912 also (even though some of its contents were date stamped 1908 because they had been initiated as part of Set 158, Railroad Station Staff).

The title for Set 168 was simply “Civilians” from its introduction in 1912 until the set title changed to “Pedestrians” in the 1936 catalog. The renaming manifests the greatly enhanced non-military range being sold by the 1930s. There were too many non-military items in the catalog by then to justify calling any one set “Civilians.” The alteration also reflected the listing of Set 168 in the Traffic Series section of the 1936-1940 catalogs. Britains released Sets 1427-1430 containing Road Signs and Traffic Lights in 1936 and this caused the firm to re-title the set to market it with the Traffic Series that they promoted for use with driver education classes. Of course, the original impetus for Set 168 was the immense popularity of model railroads, and several of the items in Set 168 first appeared in Railway Station Set 158, including the Lady Passenger, the Gentleman Passenger in a bowler hat, and the standing Policeman wearing a helmet. Some collectors have speculated that H.G. Wells’ comment in his 1911 book Floor Games about needing more civilians than the Railway Station ones may have precipitated Britains to produce Set 168, but that remains conjecture.
Set 168 held eight pieces throughout its life from 1912-41. They included two fixed-arm ladies holding small purses and wearing floor-length coats (one red and one light blue) with scarves tied over their hats. In 1927, this Edwardian lady was replaced in Sets 158 and 168 by the more modern Young Lady Walking (added to the Farm Series as 559 beginning in 1926). This change is documented by a substitution in the catalog illustration of the 806 Lady Passenger, which was the number assigned to this model in the Railway Station Bulk Lines single items offered in the 1926-41 catalogs. In the 1926 catalog, the Edwardian Lady is shown for 806 and in the Railroad Station Set 158, while in the 1927 catalog, the 559 Young Lady Walking is illustrated for 806 and Set 158. While Set 168 is not illustrated in either the 1926 or the 1927 catalogs, it is highly probable that Britains made the same change in Set 168 upon retiring the Edwardian model for the more modern “Flapper” type of the 1920s. The new Lady Passenger appeared in many color variations of skirt and blouse, wore a cloche hat, had a moveable arm holding a larger purse, and was more fashionably slender than the “hour-glass” shape of the earlier Lady Passenger. (It is interesting to note that as times changed an even more modern Lady Passenger holding an umbrella would be issued in Set 1-R from 1954-59.)

The Gentleman Passenger (807 in the Bulk Railroad Station Series) came in two variations, one smoking a pipe, and one holding a newspaper. Both were included in Railway Station Set 158, but only the man with a newspaper appeared in Set 168—presumably because a second pipe-smoking man in a bowler hat based upon the open-coated Salvation Army casting was part of Set 168. The open-coated man typically wore a grey coat, grey trousers, a white shirt, and a black bowler hat. (Postwar Set 1-R gave rise to a modernized, bare-headed male passenger with a pipe.)

The pairs of female and male passengers in Set 168 were accompanied by the fixed-arm “Bobby” wearing a dark blue uniform and policeman’s helmet. The red-and-white armband on his left wrist signifies the City of London Police, while a blue-and-white armband connotes the Metropolitan Police. (The City is the central financial district of London.) He first materializes in Set 158, and beginning in 1926 was given 808 in the Bulk Lines Series.

There was another debonair gentleman in Set 168, nicknamed the “Yachtsman” by collectors. He wears a navy blue blazer jacket over a white shirt, red tie, white trousers, and a dark blue peaked cap. He smokes a pipe, and uses the same casting as the Gentleman Passenger, except for the peak cap in place of the bowler hat. In 1926 he was assigned 817 in the Railway Station Bulk Lines, although never present in Set 168.

The other two figures were unique to Set 168. There was an open-coated man with empty hands wearing a Stetson hat, and based upon the Salvation Army man of Set 10. He wears a brown suit, tan Stetson (borrowed from the Scoutmaster of Set 161), and a green shirt with a gaudy red cummerbund. The garish outfit led to the nickname of the “Colonial Gentleman” by English collectors. The final figure in Set 168 was a Chauffeur in a dark green uniform with a peak cap. He carried a lantern at first. Early traffic laws required that a man with a lantern precede a motor car at night, and road conditions were primitive enough in 1912 when Set 168 originated that reconnoitering with a lantern was prudent. The arm for the Chauffeur was also used by the 804 Railroad Guard with a lamp in the Railway Station Bulk Lines, but the Chauffeur was never furnished with an 800 number. At some point (perhaps as early as 1927 when the Lady Passenger was also modernized?) the Chauffeur was updated using the Royal Air Force airman from Set 240, and he then no longer carried a lantern. (Note that postwar Set 1-R included a Station Master dressed in dark blue based upon the 931 Taller Zookeeper.)

The box label by Fred Whisstock is very accurate (sometimes Whisstock took artistic license, such as the label for the Rifle Brigade of Set 9 where he depicted a kneeling firing soldier instead of the marching type actually offered inside the box). The charming Edwardian street scene Whisstock drew for Set 168 captures the contents of the set quite clearly: the Lady Passenger, the Gentleman Passenger holding a newspaper and wearing a bowler hat, the Yachtsman wearing a peak cap with his overcoat draped over his arm, the standing Policeman, and the Chauffeur carrying a lantern. A double-decker motor bus depicted with the destination Hornsey Rise (the location of Britains Limited) is shown moving along the broad avenue, as well as a horse-drawn Hansom cab.

The retail price for Set 168 grew from one shilling in 1915 to one shilling 9 pence in 1926, back to one shilling 7½p in 1929, then to one shilling 9 pence again in 1939, and finally two shillings in 1940. By then, it had become very outdated in terms of fashions in clothing, and was never revived after 1941.
Cast your own metal figures in 54 mm (1:32 scale) from high quality, vulcanized rubber molds. Cast hundreds of figures from each mold and create your own dioramas with the figures.

Men, horses, equipment - everything needed to bring the history of our great country to life!

**TALIBAN**

$13.99 each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LA-8150</td>
<td>Taliban Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA-8151</td>
<td>Junior Taliban Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA-8152</td>
<td>Taliban standing firing AK-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA-8153</td>
<td>Taliban kneeling, firing AK-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA-8154</td>
<td>Taliban throwing grenade</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All LIL ARMY molds are also available as pre-cast, ready to assemble and paint kits in our MILL'S MEN line.

Each individual figure is $8.00.

We also carry a full line of painted toy soldiers including Black Hawk, W. Britains, Collectors Showcase, East of India, Forces of Valor, Frontline Figures, King & Country, Marlborough and Tradition of London.

See all our figures on our website: [www.dutkins.com](http://www.dutkins.com)
or in our Painted Toy Soldiers catalog for only $8.00

**Shipping Charges:**

For UPS in the continental USA (No PO Boxes):

- $10.00 for orders up to $50;
- $11.00 for orders of $51-$200;
- $12.00 for orders of $201-$300;
- $15.00 for orders over $300.

For Alaska, Hawaii, P.O. Boxes, FPO, APO, please add $4 to the above charges

Foreign orders: Global Priority Mail envelopes (to many countries) can accommodate up to 5 single molds ($13.99 size) at a cost of $15.00. E-mail us for additional overseas shipping costs. Any customs/VAT charges are the responsibility of the buyer.

New Jersey residents ONLY, please add 7% sales tax

**CHECKS**\**MONEY ORDERS**\*VISA\*MASTERCARD\*DISCOVER

**Dutkins' Collectables**

1019 West Route 70, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002  PHONE: (856) 428-9559 FAX: (856) 428-9640
e-mail us at richd@dutkins.com and visit us on the web at [http://www.dutkins.com](http://www.dutkins.com)
Custom Made Portrayals of Medieval Knights in 50mm, 54mm and 90mm Scales

Your Choice of Pose and Coat of Arms

Jean De Sancerre Comte De Champagne with the Banner of Bertrand Du Guesclin
50mm Scale

Comte Aim Eric Valentinois with the Banner of the Archbishop of Sens
50mm Scale

Sir John Cornwall Takes the Banner of the Count of Vendome from Pierre De Vendome
Agincourt 1415 50mm Scale

Each Figure Signed and Dated by Brian Rodden

For More Information Contact:
Rodden Heraldic Sculpture, 142 Sligo Road, Rollinsford,
N.H. 03869. Tel and Fax 603-742-7480
Unique - Quality - Always

Counterpane Gallery of Collector’s Toys
-Established 1985-

One of the most trusted names among collectors

Britains, SAE, Barclay,
Manoil, JoHill,
Elastolin,
Lineol, Heyde,
Mignot,Grey
Iron, Corgi,
Dinky Toys,
Solido...

Appraisals, Consignments, Resale

(703)-536-3064

- Items offered are original in paint, casting, without repair & no longer produced -

Showroom: Daily 11- 5 pm

CountRpane@aol.com

250 West Broad St. (Rt .7)

Mail-Order: P.O. Box 6323

Falls Church, Virginia 22046

La Boite de Soldats

The Best Choice of Old Toy-Soldiers in Paris

Mignot, Lucotte, Gerbeau, Vertunni, Mim, Paris-Office,
Heyde etc..

Elastolin, Linéol, French composition
(S.F.B.J., Giroux, Résistex, J.R.D.)

French Hollow-Cast, Britains and others.

French plastics, paper soldiers,
flats etc etc……

NEW WEB SITE ADDRESS
boitedesoldats.fr

The web site address
has changed
boitedesoldats.fr

A bientôt à Paris...

François Beaumont

Phone/fax (0)1 45 78 89 44
boitedesoldats@wanadoo.fr

Web-site
boitedesoldats.fr

28 RUE VIOLET 75015 PARIS. FRANCE.
Open Wednesday-Saturday 3-7
Napoleon’s Europe
The Armies and Armies of the Napoleonic Wars
Napoleon’s Europe by First Legion is a highly collectible 54mm toy soldier range allowing you to recreate the Napoleonic Wars in tremendous scope and exciting detail. Beautifully sculpted and hand painted, yet surprisingly affordable, Napoleon’s Europe is raising the bar on Napoleonic Toy Soldiers. You can collect toys or you can collect history, the choice is yours! Featured here...

Great Britain
This month we revisit the field at Waterloo once more with a fantastic addition to our 92nd Gordon Highlanders. The first figures in the Gordon Highlander release, NAP0261-NAP0264, represented the command figures and private standing in rank. This second release, NAP0266-NAP0276, adds another 17 sets bringing up our coverage of this famous Napoleonic regiment to 30 unique sets! The new figures are all in fighting poses and represent the first two ranks of a square or line of battle. The overall release was designed from the outset to allow for the creation of a four rank square or four rank line of battle, the only two formations used by the Anglo-Allied army at Waterloo. As you can see from the image, the diverse and historically accurate setup that you can create with this many different figures is totally unexplained by any other offering and if you want the 92nd Gordon Highlanders in your collection, than surely you need look no further! The 92nd Gordon Highlanders from First Legion will make an excellent addition to any serious Napoleonic toy soldier collection.

92 Regiment (Gordon Highlanders)
Waterloo 1815
During a recent search on German eBay I happened upon a striking image of an old book cover depicting a barefoot African soldier waving a German flag along with the name of the author, Hermann Wissmann. The name was familiar to me. I had previously seen it adorning the labels of two old German-made sets of toy soldiers: “Expedition Wissmann in Ostafrika” and “Wissmann Expedition”. Being curious, I changed my search topic to Wissmann and found images of monuments, books, postage stamps, currency, commemorative trade cards and even photos of two steamships which bore the Wissmann name. I couldn’t help but wonder who Hermann von Wissmann was and what exactly he had done to deserve these accolades including the distinction of being immortalized in tin.

Wissmann was born in Frankfurt an der Oder on Sept. 4, 1853. He entered the military in 1870 and rose to the rank of Lieutenant. Records indicate that he also served a four month prison term for causing bodily injury during a pistol duel. In 1879 Wissmann met Dr. Paul Pogge, a well known German explorer employed by the African Society which promoted scientific explorations of the African interior. Wissmann requested an extended leave and in 1880 accompanied Dr. Pogge to Africa.

On June 2, 1881, the two set off from the Atlantic coastal village of Luanda on an expedition sponsored by the African Society to “explore hitherto unknown areas in Central Africa”. When health problems forced Dr. Pogge to abandon the expedition, Wissmann continued and on Nov. 15, 1882, arrived at the city of Saadani on the Indian Ocean. Information gathered during the 22 month journey added greatly to the knowledge of the upper Congo basin and Wissmann, now recognized as the first European to cross the African continent from coast to coast, became an immediate international celebrity. He spent the next two years exploring the areas around the Kasai River basin for King Leopold II of Belgium and in 1886 he crossed the continent for a second time, reaching the coast in Mozambique in 1887. Although health issues forced Wissmann to return to Germany shortly thereafter, his adventures in Africa were far from over.

In the spring of 1888, the Sultan of Zanzibar signed a treaty with Germany which ceded control of the coastal region of East Africa to the private Deutsch Ostafrikanische Gesellschaft for a period of 50 years. Local hostility toward
the Germans soon erupted into a bloody insurrection. Germans who survived the initial assaults took refuge in the coastal cities of Dar-es-Salaam and Bagamoyo and pleaded for military assistance. In response Chancellor Otto von Bismarck appointed the famous explorer as the Reich Commissioner for the German Territory of East Africa. He was promoted to the rank of Captain and departed for Africa to carry out the simple order: “victory”.

Wissmann arrived in Zanzibar on Mar. 31, 1889. He immediately assembled a formidable army of native mercenaries commanded by veteran German officers and set about the task of restoring German authority throughout the territory. Artillery fire and bayonet charges quickly broke the spirit of the rebellion and by mid-December it was over. The leaders were arrested and hung but, in a surprising display of mercy, Wissmann issued a general pardon for their followers. In early 1890, Wissmann was promoted to the rank of Major and summoned to Germany where he received a hero’s welcome.

On Jan. 1, 1891, the territory of German East Africa (present day Tanzania) was officially designat-
ed a protectorate of the Reich. A new governor was appointed and Wissmann was named as commissioner for the western region, an area he had explored during his 1886-87 expedition. Steamships intended for Lakes Tanganyika and Nyasa were en route from Germany and Wissmann spent the next two years overseeing the project. (See S.M.S. von Wissmanns) Upon its completion he returned to Germany, married and settled into civilian life. Africa, however, was still not finished with Hermann von Wissmann.

In 1895 Wissmann was appointed to the position of Governor to the German colony of East Africa. His predecessor had proved ineffective in dealing with a new native rebellion and a frustrated Bismarck again called upon the experienced veteran to end the conflict. Wissmann was promoted to the rank of Colonel and awarded the Order of the Red Eagle (3rd Class) for “valor in combat and excellence in military leadership”. His tenure as Governor, however, was short-lived. In 1896 failing health again forced him to return to Germany where he settled into the comfortable lifestyle of a retired country gentleman. He lectured extensively, authored three books detailing his adventures in Africa and died in a hunting accident on June 15, 1905.

Now that I understood why Wissmann had been so honored, I wondered if additional sets bearing his name had been produced and started searching through catalogs of old German makers. Surprisingly the only reference I found was the Wissmann name
in a brief description of a set titled “Gafecht (combat) in Deutsch-Ost-Afrika” (#155p) listed in an early Ernst Heinrichsen catalog. What caused the famous hero to literally disappear?

During the Crimean War a few makers such as Haffner started to experiment with sets depicting individual battles which were made available to the public shortly after the event occurred. (See Battle of Inkerman, OTS Winter, 2009) Increased sales proved there was a strong market for such sets and the practice quickly spread throughout the German toy soldier industry. As stated in a recent article by Thomas Mannack, “The combat-ants of every single war or battle, however small or distant, were issued as quickly as possible by all German factories. Tin soldiers were almost as up to date as contemporary newspapers.”

According to a Google search, a total of 132 wars occurred between the Crimean War and the end of the century. Since the word war is defined as a “prolonged conflict” consisting of multiple battles, the number of new sets produced to keep “up to date” must have been huge. These sets had a relatively short production life; because out of date sets were replaced as newer sets were introduced. The previously mentioned Heinrichsen set was from a catalog printed in the late 1890’s. Nearly a decade had passed since Wissmann had been declared a national hero and during those years Germany’s African colonies had endured four more native rebellions. Simply put, Wissmann was old news.

The catalog does, however, list a multitude of sets based on the four more recent native rebellions. The colony of Kamerun (present day Cameroon) had experienced the Abo rebellion in 1891 and the Dahomey slave rebellion in 1893. Ost-Afrika (present day Tanzania) experienced the HeHe rebellion

S.M.S. von WISSMANNS

In 1890 the firm of Janssen & Schmilinsky of Hamburg was awarded a contract to design and construct two armed steamships for service on Lakes Nyasa and Tanganyika. The ships were built in sections, shipped to Africa, transported overland and assembled on site. The larger vessel, christened Hermann von Wissmann, was launched on Lake Nyasa in Sept., 1893. The “Hermann” has the distinction of taking part in the first recorded naval engagement of World War One. The Hermann’s captain was unaware that war had been declared and beached the ship for routine maintenance. The engagement consisted of a single cannon shot. The captain and crew were arrested by the British and the “Hermann” was “rendered inoperable” and abandoned.

A slightly smaller version of the Hermann christened Hedwig von Wissmann (Hermann’s wife) was launched on Lake Tanganyika in Sept., 1900. She was sunk in Feb., 1916, during an engagement with two small British motor launches, the H.M.S. Mimi and the H.M.S. Toutou. Details of the engagement may have inspired the script of the famous movie “African Queen.”

From “The Insurrection of the Hereros” by Georg Spenkuck. Figure details of both the Colonial Defense Forces and the Herero fighters. The insurrection occurred from 1904 to 1907 in Southwest Africa. (photos by Bernhard Schwarz)
The “Aufstand (insurrection) in Deutsch-Sudwest-Afrika” set by Georg Heyde.

which lasted from 1891 to 1894 and Sudwest-Afrika (present-day Namibia) battled the Hottentots from 1893 to 1894. The 1906 edition of the Heinrichsen catalog retains many of the sets cited above, but also includes an additional set titled “Herero-Aufstand” (insurrection) which occurred in Sudwest-Afrika from 1904 to 1907.

Germany was stripped of its colonial possessions at the end of World War One and the change is clearly reflected in post-war German toy soldier catalogs. Sets representing the former German Colonial Empire are, for the most part, no longer listed. Although the catalogs still include sets of Schutztruppen, they are no longer engaged in a life or death struggle with, as described in a 1896 Rupprecht catalog, “the savages in the Congo”. Likewise sets depicting native Africans continue to be listed but they are now engaged in less threatening activities such as hunting, village life and even assisting great white hunters. There is, however, always an exception. A post-war catalog from the firm of Georg Heyde continues to offer a beautifully designed set titled “Aufstand in Sudwest-Afrika”. The glory days of Germany’s former Colonial Empire are recalled and for one last time we see a detachment of German Marines storming ashore under the cover of the “Westafrikanische Geschwader” to subdue the rebellious natives while the flag of the “Deutsch Kriegsmarine” again flies proudly over Africa.

So who exactly was Hermann von Wissmann? History records him as one of the world’s great African explorers. History also records him as a competent military leader who carried out the bidding of his nation during a period of great controversy often referred to as Europe’s “Scramble for Africa”. Yet, as often happens, men of importance and the impact of their actions, both good and evil, are all but forgotten with the passage of time. I would like to thank the person responsible for posting the image of the Wissmann book which initially caught my attention and the two unknown old German toy soldier makers who produced the Wissmann sets for providing the inspiration to briefly explore the man and his times.

the ONLY Authorized Distributors for the Americas
Greatest Selection in the Entire World

We stock the Book and virtually EVERYTHING in it - Plus... call for our free forty page list... or call for an appointment to visit our SHOW ROOM ... we always buy CBG Mignot, Lucotte, & French flags.

Le Petit Soldat

Jack Carleton
14 Ridgetop Drive, St. Louis, MO 63117-1021
Tel: 314-567-3311 • Fax: 314-567-3314
Email: jcarleton@aol.com
Come Surf Our Web Page: www.lepetitsoldat.com

King & Country • Monarch Regalia • Pickelhaube • Rodden Historical

Green’s Collectables
Toy Soldiers At Their Best

TIME PERIODS OFFERED
Greek Hoplote, Persian Inf., Persian Immortals
Scythian Archers, Imperial Standards
Persian Army and Mercenaries.
Samurai, Army of Oda Nobunaga, Shogun
French & Indian War, American Rev. War
Plains and Northwest Coast Indians,
Napoleonic, War of 1812,
Boxer Rebellion (China), Crimean War
American Civil War, Indian Mutiny (India)
Zulu War, Durbar Parade (India) 1900
WWI, WWII, V-Nam, Highland Life
French Foreign Legion, Victorian
Present day combatants
Bands from all time periods, Holiday sets

OUR MAKERS
Alexander Toy Soldiers
Beau Geste, Britains, Dorset
East Of India, Rosedale
Frontline, Fusilier, GBE
Little Lead Soldier
Larson Toys, Alymer
Marlborough, PNF
RP World Models/Steadfast
Tommy Atkins, Oryon
Leddy & Slack
Wilson Edwards
JG MIniatures
Prince August Molds
Forward March
Irregular Miniatures
Thomas Gunn Miniatures

www.greenscollectables.com • algreen@greenscollectables.com
46 Warren Trail, Denville, NJ 07834 973-627-4961
OLD and NEW metal toy soldiers representing many historical periods from the time of Napoleon through World War II, including the American Civil War.

Figures from such well known makers as Britains (old & new), Imperial, Edmunds, Hocker, and others.

- Write or email for periodic mail list.
- We buy old toy soldier, Hocker and Imperial collections.

Permanent displays on sale at:
The Depot Antique Mall
709 North Lamar
Oxford, MS

Sheffield Antiques Mall
684 West Poplar
Collierville, TN

Norman Rodriguez 901-218-7046
698 Eaton Street Memphis, TN 38120
memphistoysoldier@bellsouth.net

---

Northcoast Miniatures
Manufacturer of 54mm Metal Figures at 3/8 in. Scale (or 1:32)

Civil War figures, cannons, wagons

Victorian Village & Western Americana figures, carousel, wagons

Napoleonic Era figures

Kazakh History figures

Circus wagons and clowns in 3/8 in. Scale

Judiann & Bob O’Connell • 7296 Oakmont Dr. • Santa Rosa, CA 95409
(707) 537-7620
e-mail: joconnell06@comcast.net • website: 54mmtosoldier.com
Catalog available for $1.50

---

Joseph Saine's Toy Soldiers
Established 1991

Purveyor of Antique & Modern Toy Soldiers, Miniature Figures, Antique Toys & Boats

Visit our shop at:
628 Dixie Highway
Rossford, Ohio 43460
419 662 TOYS (8697)

I-75, exit 199, SR-65 south 1 mile.
Open by chance or appointment.

Purchasing toy soldiers, antique toys, boats, banks & related ephemera.
Send listing or call. We travel.

www.josephsaine.com
Richard and Lynn would love to hear from you if you are looking for any particular vintage figures by BRITAINS, JOHILL CO., TAYLOR & BARRETT, TIMPO, CHERILEA, CHARBENS, KEW and others. We have 1000's of figures for sale and our site gets updated EVERY WEEK. Contact us at: Richardthetoybox@aol.com, www.thetoybox.4t.com. Based in the UK we are able to locate most Civilian figures from the 1920's to the late 50's and early 60's.
It was about two years ago when I received from Warren Mitchell an interesting E-mail saying he had acquired the Dimestore collection of a Mr. John Hamister.

His note further stated that Mr. Hamister’s figures also contained quite a few converted Dimestore pieces that may well complement my own collection of conversions by other hobbyists. Some pictures were available for my perusal, if I was interested.

I replied to Warren explaining that I had curtailed acquiring more pieces since, in jest, “I really don’t know exactly what I have, but I think I know what I’m missing.”

And, who is John Hamister? I thought that I knew all the Dimestore folks that did conversions and/or produced new lines of corresponding toy soldier figures. Just how did I miss John all those years?

For many years figure conversions have been my collecting specialty. Also, I have recently enjoyed writing and documenting in this magazine the creative works of other Dimestore enthusiasts. How could I not have known about John?

Anyway, I asked Warren if he would not mind giving me Mr. Hamister’s phone number so that I may approach him to obtain his approval for a forthcoming OTS article.

At this juncture I was informed that John Hamister had passed on in late December of ’08. Well, it had not been mentioned to me and it was somewhat shocking. It was more of my own doltishness. Authoring the Hamister article was then deleted from my thoughts.

Now, seeming somewhat unbelievable, it was only several weeks ago I got an E from Warren saying he rediscovered my old mail within a four inch pile on his desk. However, he had misplaced Hamister’s phone number, that is, that of his son-in-law’s, Edward, who had handled the sale of the collection, but did have his E-mail address.

He then advised me to contact Don Pielin who knew him from the Chicago Shows he attended. I did just that. It is always nice talking with Don who could only fill me in with minor chitchat but said he would contact Warren regarding a phone number. I did mention that I already had been there. Oh, OK….

The circle thus became completely round. I had gotten absolutely nowhere. Next, I wrote Roger Dubois who never misses the Chicago Show. But, a year or so way back when, I had then asked him, and he said be never heard of John Hamister. So who really was John Hamister? The following day Roger went on-line to speculate in looking up the name. And, BINGO, there it was! Roger was brilliant! Up came the detailed obituary of John M. Hamister (1929-2008) of Hillsboro, Illinois.

Therefore, it did not necessarily take a whole “Village.” Then again, it did take several contacts of good friendships that rose valiantly to help a fellow toy soldier hobbyist to overcome a big research dilemma.

I reached out to Warren once more and no phone number could be found, but he did provide an E-mail address for Edward Boyd, the son-in-law of John Hamister. I jumped on that like there was no tomorrow and patiently awaited a reply.

In the meantime, it was back to Pielin. Don told me of the times he often met John yearly at the Chicago Toy Soldier Shows and the Kane County Fairgrounds Toy Shows. He said, “John was a soft-spoken, reserved person whose love for collecting toy soldiers was inculcated to him through his childhood soldier years of the 30’s and 40’s. (The toy soldier syndrome: ‘I played with them as a kid.’)

“To my knowledge, he traveled alone to the Chicago Show. Stayed at a nearby Holiday Inn and never had a table setup, but enjoyed hunting for figures through the attendees’ room displays. This is how he built his Dimestore collection, and searched for other off-condition, inexpensive soldiers for his converting interests.

“Our conversations were always very pleasant and I remember John smiling often as he was showing me several figures he discovered…one for his collection and the other for altering.”
Well, ten days had passed and no reply to my three E-mails to son-in-law, Edward. You know what that means...Yeap, back to Warren!

He mentioned that Edward’s computer possibly could not recognize my E-address and tossed it into spam. What! Me into Spam!

Anyway, Warren offered to give the E-mail a try and introduce me and my reason to make contact. In less than an hour I received a new phone number to call Edward any day after 5PM. I was anxious for tomorrow to pass.

It was the very next evening that I reached Edward Boyd. Upon briefly offering my condolences in the passing of his father-in-law, I began explaining who I was, and that I received his number from Warren Mitchell and was wishing to discuss John’s fondness and affinity for toy soldiers.

The phone almost became silent. Only an inaudible whisper was heard. It was for just a few seconds. My psychosis registered minutes. Then all normalized as a pleasant voice announced a nice, “Hello, I am Elizabeth, John’s daughter.”

By asking questions and writing as fast as I could, Elizabeth related to me, “My Father had strong interests in Dimestore toy soldiers all his life...but, only began seriously collecting them in the early 80’s. He possibly had over a thousand pieces. He never lost his curiosity for collecting nor his creativity to make something different.

“Many were displayed in the house. However, most were in his workshop in the basement where, after supper, he spent many hours working with his toy soldier army.

“He also corresponded with a group of other collectors exchanging soldier wish lists and want lists.”

In viewing all of John’s pictures that Warren forwarded to me, I noted that he made up a lot of German figures that he had mildly converted by painting and simply adding a WW II helmet and canister. They were very properly presented, but not as complex as some of the other items I have pictured.

I further found out from Elizabeth that her Father relished other collectible items. She said, “Why he had drawers full of the likes of matchbooks, coins, bottle caps, comic books and VHS tapes. Although he was a bit reticent, you had to know him because he was rather lively, especially when telling jokes. He liked that.”
After a short pause that allowed me to catch-up on my scribbling’s, I was told by Elizabeth, “My Father possessed an encyclopedic knowledge of all history, especially Military History, and especially the History of World War One…The War to End All Wars.”

In 1929, Ithaca, New York was the place of choice for Theodore and Margaret Hamister to welcome the birth of their son, John. 1947 saw him graduating Ithaca High, and soon after he was in the U.S. Army in Germany and serving there in Intelligence through the Korean Conflict, 1951-52. A few years later, John graduated in 1959 from Cornell University with honors and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.

The year before finishing Cornell, John, bitten by the love bug, in 1958 married Jean Rumsey in Ithaca. They moved later to Hillsboro, Illinois, in 1970 when John became employed as a civil engineer with the nationally recognized firm, Hurst-Rosche Engineers and Design Architects.

John was a respected engineer, spending twenty-two years with Hurst-Rosche and working throughout the Midwest on many major projects from building highways, tunnels, a dam, bridges and various urban planning undertakings.

His passing in 2008 was the result of complications from an earlier broken hip.

Many thanks are due to Warren Mitchell and his son, Alen, for contributing to this article all the pictures of John’s toy soldiering; and for Warren’s thoughtfulness to follow through on my request, asked two years ago, in a rediscovered E-mail; and for opening the door to his contact in John’s family.

Don Pielin captured and relayed first-hand, introspective feelings of John’s determined interest in the quest he so enjoyed. I am thankful and obliged, Don.

My converting soldier friend, Roger Dubois, whose research on-line sadly revealed through an obituary a short storied biography of the background of Mr. Hamister. Roger’s intuition literally saved this article.
How about Rodney Hopson? If there is anything you ever wish to know about Dimestore folks and/or Dimestore toy soldiers, ask Rodney. Thanks for sharing your knowledge with me.

And, of course, Elizabeth, for without her time and most generous input about her Father, from the trivial to the significant, this article would have had an immense void. A very special “Thank You,” Elizabeth!!

Well, I feel that I have now known John Michael Hamister through slices of his life and his hobby for toy soldiering. Coincidentally, John did not sell his conversions.

You know, I would have liked him very, very much and would have most enjoyed walking by his side through the rooms and the aisles at the various Shows.

The most untimely passing of Warren Mitchell, our friend, so sadly happened before he saw the above and how much his friendship meant.

May Warren’s eternity with God in His Heaven bring him everlasting Comfort and Peace.
Antique Toy World Magazine
The Old Toy Soldier of the toy world.
Published monthly for over 32 years.
One year U.S. subscriptions starting at $39.95. A must for today’s collector.
P.O. Box 24509, Chicago, IL 60634
New – Somerset Ltd. Web site
www.somersetltd.com
4835 Hickory Valley Road
Heiskell, TN 37754
865-745-1080

G. Scott Morlan
Toy Soldiers for Sale

Free bimonthly listings of Britains, Johillco & more... boxed and unboxed Military and Civilian sets and singles. Books too! Send for your listing today!

G. Scott Morlan
P.O. Box 10701
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
*82 949 574 9259
email is scotoyz@hotmail.com

Belgian Composition Figures For Sale

All Manufacturers:
Durso - Solido - NB - GJ, etc.

All Series:
Military - Western - Medieval - Circus, etc.
Inquiries Welcome

Contact:
Vin Russo
P.O. Box 1031
Woodbury, CT. 06798
Tel: 203-266-4235
Fax: 203-263-3716
Email: vindotti@erols.com

Christian B. Keller
OLD TOY SOLDIERS FOR SALE

Visit my two convenient locations in southern Pennsylvania for your Britains (boxed, unboxed, sets, singles, military and civilian), Dimestore, Elastolin, Lineol, Heyde, Mignot, and related accessories. You can expect excellent variety and condition in both stores. All items priced to sell.

• ADAMS ANTIQUES — Adamstown, PA. 2400 North Reading Rd. Take Rt. 272 North for one mile after exiting at the Reading interchange of the Turnpike. Two cases filled to the brim! Open daily 10-5, in the heart of PA’s antique district. Note: This is not Adamstown Antique Gallery.

• NORTHGATE ANTIQUES — Carlisle, PA. 725 North Hanover St. 1 mile north of the square, between the entrance to the Carlisle Fairgrounds and the U.S. Army War College. Easy access from I-81. Open daily, 10-5.

I BUY OLD TOY SOLDIER COLLECTIONS.

PLEASE WRITE OR E-MAIL:
91 Harmony Hall Drive, Carlisle, PA 17015
301-401-5339 • doktorkec@aol.com

Durso - Solido - NB - GJ, etc.
an important collection of Mini
tic-in sets by Win. Hocker

during of the finest
in antique & collectible military

did not use the traditional selection of men & women figures.

BRUNTON’S BARRACKS

Extensive inventory includes:
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CONSIGNMENTS WANTED FOR FUTURE AUCTIONS

- We also purchase collections and individual items.
- Let us appraise your collection and assist you in determining the best way to dispose of it.
- Reliable and dependable; 23 years in the field of selling toy soldiers (including 11 years as lead soldier specialist for Phillips Auctioneers)

For further information, to consign items or to be placed on our mailing list, contact:

HENRY KURTZ at (212) 642-5904, or Fax (212) 874-6018

or write to

Henry Kurtz, Ltd., 163 Amsterdam Avenue, #136, New York, NY 10023
FOR SALE

TOY SOLDIER MARKETPLACE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE FROM ARLEY L. PETT ANTIQUES
300 plus sets of Britain's
100 plus Dimestores including rare
Barclay 120b Stadden, Vertunni,
Authenticast and much more
email apett92117@aol.com
for list or
See my display advertisement for mailing address.

FOR SALE

WM HOCKER TOY SOLDIERS
Sets. MIB from large collection.
Some 1st editions.
Discount for multiple purchases.
Call or email for list.
Norman Rodriguez at
901-218-7046 or
nkrod@bellsouth.net

FOR SALE

All sets from IMPERIAL
Productions,
NZ end-of-the-product line.
Counterpane Gallery,
703-536-3064 or
CountRpane@aol.com

FOR SALE

OLD TOY SOLDIERS FOR SALE
A well known and long established
Toy Soldier expert, offers regular
lists of Britain's Hollow Cast and
Other Makers, and occasionally
Continental, Composition and
Plastic. My lists since 1970 have
formed the basis of many fine
collections. These are issued about
4 times a year and can be emailed
to you if required. Money back
guarantee on all items, fast efficient
shipping. Please state your
interests and enclose
your address and email (if available)
G.M. Haley
Hippins Farm, Blackshawhead,
Hebden Bridge,
West Yorkshire England, HX7 7 JG
Telephone (for the US)
011 44 422 842484.
Email: gedhaley@yahoo.co.uk

TRADITION SOLDIERS FOR SALE
English and French soldiers (boxed
mint cond.)
Multiple sets of infantry, cavalry,
and artillery with crews. All sets are
Waterloo period.
Call or email for free list and prices
Bob Luyckx
ph: (248) 338-9665
Email: luyckx1@comcast.net

DIMENTORES FOR SALE
Over 500 figures, most 95%+
Barclay, Manoil, Grey Iron, and
others. Also buying Dimestores.
Send name and address for
next catalog to:
Stan & Sally Alekna
732 Aspen Lane
Lebanon, PA 17042-9073
Phone: (717) 228-2361
E-mail: salekna1936@yahoo.com

FOR SALE

FOR SALE BRITAINS
Waterloo Hougoumont North Gate
set #1 In display case H11" D14"
W24" 49 English, French and
Nassau soldiers (boxed mint cond.)
Call or email for free list and prices
(with photo)
Bob Luyckx
ph: (248) 338-9665
Email: luyckx1@comcast.net

BELGIAN COMPOSITION
FIGURES FOR SALE
All Manufacturers, Durso - Solido -
NB - GJ, etc. All Series and Military
- Western, Medieval - Circus, etc.
Inquiries welcome. Contact:
Vin Russo
P.O. Box 1031
Woodbury, CT 06798
Telephone 203-266-4235
Fax 203-263-3716
Email vindotti@erols.com

FOR SALE

FOR SALE 1990s BRITAINS SETS
From large collection. Mint condition with boxes. Includes hard to find sets
such as airplanes, tank, AA truck, Naval armored car, elephant, Lawrence of
Arabia, etc, etc. Call or email for list. Norman Rodriguez 901-218-7046
memphitosoldier@bellsouth.net

FOR SALE

CIVILIAN TOY FIGURES - many rare
and unusual items. For free lists
email info@normanjoplin.com
or see full page ad in this issue.

FOR SALE

HUNDREDS OF IMPERIAL (MIB),
plus old Alymer; Blenheim; Britain's
(old & new): Ducal, Marlborough;
Tradition; Ron Wall;
Elastolin and more!
Send $3.00 (refundable) for
42-page catalog;
Jack Paquette
2355 Parliament Square
Toledo, OH 43617
419-841-8131
Email: jpaquette1@frontier.com

DIMESTORES FOR SALE

Tradition Soldiers For Sale
English and French soldiers (boxed
mint cond.)
Multiple sets of infantry, cavalry,
and artillery with crews. All sets are
Waterloo period.
Call or email for free list and prices
Bob Luyckx
ph: (248) 338-9665
Email: luyckx1@comcast.net

John Tunstill's 54mm figures,
Lambeth, London, 1970's were
also produced in small, special-
ised quantities for an Italian Count.
These are now for sale. Only six
boxes of eight figures were ever
made. Unique, rare, collectible,
investments.
www.soldierssoldiers.com

TOY SOLDIER BOXED SETS
FOR SALE
Police, RCMP, Ski Troopers,
US Marines, etc. All mint condition.
All metal figures. Made in
Great Britain. Reasonably priced.
For list write:
Boxed Sets
300 Walnut Street, Unit 135
Des Moines, IA 50309

The best in Britains, Dimestore and
German Lead. Call for free catalog.
412-343-8733

The 54mm figures of
John Tunstill's 54mm figures,
Lambeth, London, 1970's were
also produced in small, special-
ised quantities for an Italian Count.
These are now for sale. Only six
boxes of eight figures were ever
made. Unique, rare, collectible,
investments.
www.soldierssoldiers.com

FOR SALE

THE TOY SOLDIER MARKETPLACE
FOR SALE

Old Toy Soldiers For Sale
A well known and long established
Toy Soldier expert, offers regular
lists of Britain's Hollow Cast and
Other Makers, and occasionally
Continental, Composition and
Plastic. My lists since 1970 have
formed the basis of many fine
collections. These are issued about
4 times a year and can be emailed
to you if required. Money back
guarantee on all items, fast efficient
shipping. Please state your
interests and enclose
your address and email (if available)
G.M. Haley
Hippins Farm, Blackshawhead,
Hebden Bridge,
West Yorkshire England, HX7 7 JG
Telephone (for the US)
011 44 422 842484.
Email: gedhaley@yahoo.co.uk
TOY SOLDIER MARKETPLACE

WANTED

Holger Eriksson Collectors Society Newsletter HE seeks information about New Yorker Frank Rogers, Comet-Authenticast sculptor of toy soldiers whose initials “FR” are incised on base bottoms of his 54mm figures. We wish to preserve his story as thanks for the wonderful figures he created in the shadow of Comet’s other designers Holger Eriksson and Lennart Norrke of Sweden.

Please contact Lou Sandbote
new address
6060 N Central Expressway, Suite 560
Dallas, Texas 75206
or lou.sandbote@charter.net
or call collect to 214-823-2125.

Heyde Nippes and Civilian Sets, also semi solid
Spenkuch and Muncklefigures wanted.
Please send to Foto to gisbert.freber@gmx.de

Holger Eriksson Collectors Society Newsletter HE seeks information about New Yorker Frank Rogers, Comet-Authenticast sculptor of toy soldiers whose initials “FR” are incised on base bottoms of his 54mm figures. We wish to preserve his story as thanks for the wonderful figures he created in the shadow of Comet’s other designers Holger Eriksson and Lennart Norrke of Sweden.

Please contact Lou Sandbote
NEW ADDRESS
6060 N Central Expressway, Suite 560
Dallas, Texas 75206
or lou.sandbote@charter.net
or call collect to 214-823-2125.

WANTED EARLY AND PREWAR BRITAINS
TOY SOLDIERS
Sets. Collections. Excellent condition or better. Prefer boxed. Norman Rodriguez at 901-218-7046 or nkrod@bellsouth.net

WANTED
New to Like New, Great Book of Britains, by James Opie paying $200 per copy 1-412-343-8733

WANTED
Britains Paris Office - Toy Soldiers and Catalogs.
Contact: Rob Wilson.
E-mail: r.a.wilson@warwick.ac.uk.
Telephone: 011-44-1926-496062.

Toy Soldier Marketplace Advertisements Rates. 20 Words $5, plus $5 for each additional 20 words. Submit ads to:
Old Toy Soldier
P.O. Box 13324
Pittsburgh, PA 15243-0324.
Fax (412) 344-5273
E Mail: raytoys@aol.com

BUYING ENTIRE COLLECTIONS OR SINGLE PIECE
Acquiring exceptionally fine quality figures at the highest prices: Especially interested in Britains, Dime Store, Heyde, Lineol, Elastolin, Marklin, Courtenay, Vertunni, American Soldier Company, Auburn Rubber, French Aluminum, Warren and Early Plastic figures. Photographs will be required.
Ray Haradin, 1039 Lakemont Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15243.
E-mail: Raytoys@aol.com. Fax: (412) 344-5273.
CALL: 1-800-349-8009

Heyde Nippes and Civilian Sets, also semi solid
Spenkuch and Muncklefigures wanted.
Please send to Foto to gisbert.freber@gmx.de
2011

May 15 - Sunday Ohio Toy Soldier Show Galaxy Banquet Center Wadsworth Doug McClure 339-722-7651

May 21 & 22 - Saturday and Sunday Old Toy Soldiers Auctions USA. The Late Don Darnieder Collection Part One and The Late Fred Wehr Collection Part Two and other properties Contact Ray Haradin Tel 1-800-349-8009 raytoys@aol.com otsauctionsusa@yahoo.com or Norman Joplin info@normanjoplin.com Tel 262-692-3913.

May 20,21,22 Friday, Saturday, Sunday. Philip Weiss Auctions. Oceanside NY Contact 516 594 0731 www.weissauctions.com

May 27, 28 & 29 - Saturday, Sunday, Monday. Texas Toy Soldier Show Menger Hotel San Antonio, Texas Nick Versteeg 760-723-6583 www.sdsoildiers.com


June 4 - Saturday Heart of the South Toy Soldier Show Annandale Ed Gries 210-257-2687

June 25 - Saturday Toy Soldier Show London Royal National Hotel www.thetoysoldiershow.com

June 28- Tuesday. Vectis Toy Soldier and Figure Auction Nils Fischer Part 2. Teeside UK. Contact simon.clarke@vectis.co.uk www.vectis.co.uk

July 2- Saturday. Special Auction Services. The Roy Selwyn Smith Archive Collection Auction. Newbury United Kingdom Contact Hugo Marsh or Bob Leggett (0) 44 1635 580595.toys@sPECIALAuctionServices.com or for more info SEE ARTICLE AND ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS ISSUE.


August 11 & 12 Thursday and Friday Kulmbach, Germany www.stadt-kulmbach .die

August 13- Saturday. The 19th South Carolina Military Miniatures Society Toy Soldier Show 10am -5pm, SC State Museum Gervais Street Columbia SC Contact Dennis Fontana fontaa@sentry-box.com Tel 803 419 6747.

September 10 - Saturday Norman Joplin’s Old Toy Soldier Show Holiday Inn Bloomsbury London. Email info@normanjoplin.com

September 11- Sunday. New Jersey Historical Society Historical Miniatures Associates EXPO and Toy Soldier Show. 10am-5pm PAL Wayne NJ. Contact 973 627 4961.

September 25 - Sunday 31st Annual Old Toy Soldier Show Chicago. Contact Don Pielin 630-497-1239 Email dimestores@aol.com

September 27-Tuesday. Bonhams Knowle Toy Soldier and Figures Auction Contact Leigh Gotch 44(0) 208 963 2836 www.bonhams.com

October 16- Sunday 46th North East Toy Soldier Society Toy Soldier Show. NEW LOCATION. Holiday Inn Select. 15 Middlesex Canal Park Woburn MA Contact Matt Murphy 781 321 8855 www.hobbybunker.com

October 16 - Sunday Columbus Ohio Toy Soldier Show. Fort Rapids Indoor Water Park Columbus Ohio Contact Rod Chapman chappy1@columbus.rr.com Tel 740 924 2531.

November 6th - Sunday 29th Annual East Coast Toy Soldier Show Rothman Center Fairleigh Dickinson University Hackensack Contact Bill Lango bill@vintagecastings.com Tel 973 831 8900.

November 16-Wednesday Bonhams Toy Soldier Auction, Montpelier Street. Knightsbridge London UK. Contact Leigh Gotch 44(0) 208 963 2836 www.bonhams.com

November 19 and 20 - Saturday and Sunday. Old Toy Soldier Auctions USA. Contact Ray Haradin 1 800 349 8009 raytoys@aol.com or Norman Joplin 262 692 3913 info@normanjoplin.com www.oldtoysoldierauctions.com

December 21- Wednesday. Bonhams Knowle Toy Soldier and Figures Auction Leigh Gotch 44(0) 208 963 2836 www.bonhams.com

Dates and times are correct at the time of printing; however, it is strongly advised that before traveling, contact is made with show organizers to confirm date(s).
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Ray Haradin
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www.oldtoysoldierauctions.com
Tradition of London Ltd
Traditional style soldiers for Collectors
New Seven Year War British Cavalry & French Artillery

Old Toy Soldier

Available soon:
Virginia Regiment, American Generals of the AWI,
British Napoleonic Hussars

New Seven Year War British Cavalry & French Artillery

Available soon:
More Crimean War sets
More French Cavalry of the Napoleonic period

Special Limited Edition
of only 75 sets
Light Company
Westphalia Regiment
c.1812

Set no. 700SE1
An Officer, a Cornet and six Privates

Set no. 700SE2
An Officer, a Cornet and six Privates

The Inniskilling Dragoons
(Officer & two Troopers)

French Field Artillery,
Seven Year War
(Officer, Sergeant & four Gunners)

The BriTains selwyn-smiTh archive

The Inniskilling Dragoons
(Officer & two Troopers)

New Seven Year War British Cavalry & French Artillery

Available soon:
Virginia Regiment, American Generals of the AWI,
British Napoleonic Hussars

New Seven Year War British Cavalry & French Artillery

Available soon:
More Crimean War sets
More French Cavalry of the Napoleonic period

Special Limited Edition
of only 75 sets
Light Company
Westphalia Regiment
c.1812

Set no. 700SE1
An Officer, a Cornet and six Privates

Set no. 700SE2
An Officer, a Cornet and six Privates

The Inniskilling Dragoons
(Officer & two Troopers)